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tlOV 1 &e 
SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAi,.. 
DATE: Nov. 5 
. TIME: 7:30 ·10 9 a .m. · 
LOCATION: Stoneridge C9untry 
Club, Poway 
FEE:·$20 ·-J .,, , - ·, ··· ., . 
SPONSOR: USO Schoof of Business 
Administration and· C.o-ntinuing -
Education 
CONT ACT: 293~585 
-
SEMINAR: Sexual Harassm~nt: Not a 
laughing-matter 
DATE: Nov. 5 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOC.A TION: La Jolla-Village lnn 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USO School of Business 
Administration and· Continuing .· 
Education 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
SEMINAR:~ts Inc:orporation for You? 
The-Pros and Cons , -
· DATE: Nov. 5 
TIME: 7:30 to-9 a .m. - . 
-LOCATIO~:,J.ittle America Weslgate 
-FEE: $20 . ' . 
SPONSOR: USD "School· of Business 
Administration and ,,,Continuing 
Education , ' , 
CONT ACT; 293-458? 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
NOV 1 1982 
.c l' r,i·, u sity uf c- ~ '.1 · , 60 School 
of L,w 1c~·<'11tly rerci,ed a 5125,0JO 
b.Jnt from the W ingart f ounda tio,1 to 
hel p fond a r.ew r enter for alt I n3tives 





NOV 1 1982 
I 
TOREROS REBOUND ..:.... University of San Diego 
ended a four-game losing streak, squaring its record at 
4-4, with a 24-7 victory over Cal Poly Pomona Satur-
day on the Torero field. USD scored early on a 1-yard 
run by Bill Hamilton, after tbip Jarvis pounced on a 
Mustang fumble of the opening kickoff on the Pomona 
28-yard line. The Mustangs lost seven of eight fumbles, 
wfth Jarvis claiming three recoveries. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
·NOV 3 1982 
rovslliAwaits ThatOnsNBA Typs 
USO IS lmprOving With Experience . . 
By STEVE DOLAN, Timta Staff Writer•, cent of them will end their basketball 
career here." 
SAN DIEGO-Jim Brovellf ii a patlent If USO Is to become an eventual power-
man.- . ., house,•it will need the one player who la 
For proof, one need only watch hta Uni- good enough to make the pros. · 
'versit)L of San· Diego basketball team. It "The UCLA type mtght·not come here," 
plays a disciplined and · deliberate style, Brovelli said. "It doesn't mean that we 
I which wu almost good enough for two : can't compete on this level For example, 
upsets lut season. . · 1 one guy like Bill Bradley was able to make 
'Che Toreros almost beat West Coast Princeton competitive. 
Athletic Conference champion Pepper- · "The last couple of years, we have had a 
dine, losing on a basket at the buzzer.And . nucleus of journeyman role players. If you _ 
they almost beat the University of San • have one great player, the role players 
Francisco, only to lose In double overtime. become better. Look at Bill Walton with 
· Thia year, USO would like to drop the the Clippers. When he is in, be makes th~ 
. almoat from lta vocabulary. The Toreroe role players better. When he's out, the 
feel it is time to win· some of the heart other players are what they are." 
a_toppera. ' . Agaln, USO lacks height and must 
"We have come to the point where we count on Its men to play difficult roles. AB 
have gained respect," Brovelli said. "The I an example, 6-7 Robby Roberts will often 
next step ii to get over the hump and win . ·guarc1 the opposing center. 
the close games. We have been·in a nwn- "We rely on team defense," Brovelli 
ber of them_. Our goal is to make the said. "It Is very difficult to match up man-
breaks to win.'' · to-man against -a 6-11 center. Robby will 
Brovelli cites talent and experience as have to defend with quickness and agility. 
two reasons the Toreros may get over the Plus, we will have to give him help." 
hump. · · The Toreros should be strong at point 
USO, beginnlrig I.ts fourth year In the guard as.Jtich Davis (ij-0) and John Prun-
W.CAC, has its most talented team as a DI- 1 ty (6-0), who shared time last year, both 
vision I member. And because of the three Ing list; Brovelli admits .~t 70 are ellmin- return. . . 
previous years in Division · 1, Brovelli ated by the academic rt!qwrements. · · Don Capener (6-6), used off the ~nch 
thinks the USO program has gained vital Yet those ·requirements also bring ' last year,,may start at the off.guard. Ilia 
rte Ce Brovelll a special t'""' of player. ti I i 1 d _..,_hirt Randy expe n . . . . Jr- compe t on • nc u es n:wa 
One disadvantage Brovelli has in re- - "We know that the individual who Brickley (6-6) and Bill Penfold (6-5), a 
lti la •· USO' tring t en . - comes here is an overachiever in acade- sf cru ng p yers .. s s en - . ,. . "H ,11 also t to junior college tran er. trance requirements, based on a formula mica, Brovelli said. e wan . - Mike Whitmarsh (6-6), another retur-
of the student's GPA and high school $AT overachieve on the court. The players are· •. nee, is the small forward. He aod Roberts 
scores. . - . · • . academic-oriented, ana we can promise 
Of every 100.ath.letea on.USO'& recruit- , _ the.n, a good education. ~inety-nlne per- • , . Pleueaee USD, Pa,e8 
. 
C.atl•• .. from l'lnt Pap , · 
will likely be joined up front by JC transfers Dave Mc-
Iver (6-8) and Bryan Setenclch (6-7). . · 
:arovelli Is also excited about freshmen Marlo Corona: 
do (6-8½) and Mike Davis (6-10). Coronado broke the. 
state field goal percentage record last year in Amona, , 
while Davis made the all-Northern Callfomla team.. . 
Either could eventually become the one key man to 
turn U~D around. . . 
According to Brovelll, his team depth if better than 
before. He also said the team was quicker overall -and 
would have }>etter perimeter shooting. 
';TD get over the hump, we have to sell our players on 
relying on each other and playing as a team," Brovelli 
said. "If we do these things and play intelligently, we 
will- be in games. If we do these things at the end ¢ 
games, we will win." 
The WC.,..O lost its m~ prestlgioua member w~en·. 
U~FdIVPPed Its program because of repeated recruiting 
· violations. · 
· It hit close to home for Brovelli, a former USF play~ 
-who will be inducted into the school's basketball Hall of 
Fame this weekend. · · , • 
"Obviously; it is a big losa,to the conference." Brovelli 
said. "They will be missed. ·At the same time, these are 
things that you cannot control The conference has to . 
look ahead and move on." - . ' 
Pepperdine, undefeated in the WCAC last season, is 
again the conference.favorite: Other top contenders in-
clude Santa Clara, Portland and SL ~ary'a. USD Is being 
pic,Ced fifth in most preseason polll . . \ . -
Such a finish would be logical for USO. It has gone 
from eighth.to seventh, to sixth Its previous WCAC sea-
sons. · 
"Each year, we have improved," Brovelli said "Our 
goal Is to improve again. We are very happy with our 
progress. .. ) , . '. 
"We haven't missed a step on the ladder.'' 
( 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
NOV 1 1982 
MISSIONARY/ The University of San ·Diego will present Brother Andrew, director of the Missionary of Charity Brothers, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4, and 2:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 5, at the school, Alcala Part. The Thursday lecture will be in Founders Chapel and the . Friday lecture will be in Camino Hall. Call 291~, Ext. 4296, for details. ' 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN! 
NOV 2 1982 I 
OUTREACH WEEKEND/ . A senio~ citizen 
outreach weekend will be held Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 
6 and 7, through the Uni".ersity of San Diego and Senior 
Citizens Services. USO students will cut lawns, clean · · 'houses and perform other services for seniors. If you're .in · need, call 236-5765 and leave your name, address, tele-
-phone number, day and time work is.desired. Include the ' type of WQrk that needs to be done and directions to your nome. 
;; 
SENTINEL 
NOV 3 .1982 





On Saturday and Sun-
day, Nov. 6 and 7, USO 
students will be cutting 
San Diego's senior lawns, cleaning houses, 
citizens will be the focus w ash'ing windows , 
of · the "Senior Citizen paintinglences and car-
, Outreach Weekend," a rying out other jobs at 
program started five th_e homes of participa-
·years ago by the Asso- ting sepiors. · 
ciated Student Body at · Senior citizens wish-
the University of San · ing to receive assistance 
Diego in conjunction from USD students may 
with the city's Senior call 236-5765 and _leave 
Citizens Services office. their name, • address, 
. The project repre- -telephone· number, day 
sents t~ efforts of. USO _ and time worjt is des-




·, USD gridders 
· ·snap 4-game 
losing strea:Ji-
By JIM EVANS 
Sentinel Corre,pondent 
, For the USO Toreros, who apparently had . · developed an a version to finding the vtctory, column recently, Christmas· came about two months early last weekena. ' I • · Benef~tting from the generosity of a caf Poly Pomona club that surrendered seven fuihbles, · the Toreros snapped a four-game losings ein by. trouncing the Broncos• 24-7 at Alcala . Park 1 .• Saturday afternoon. · ' . 
The win enabled coach Bill Williams' crew to level its season mark at 4-4, while · the hapless Broncos, guided by ex-NFL star Roman Gabriel;,, ·suffered their eighth consecutive loss. . Cal Poly's propensity for committing the ' turnover was .apparent fro~ the outse~ when returner Ronald Rowe coughed up the football on , the _opening kickoff. Ever-present USO defensive back Chip Jarvis, who would register three 
' 
1
,fumble recQveries on the day, corraled t~e loose pigskin at the Bronco 28 and presented the Tor~ros with exce!lent fiel_q posi~on. " ' ..Quarterback Eric Sweet wasted little time ih advancing his ' team forward as he h!t backs Jerome McAlpin and Billy Sullivan wilb s)lort _passes which eventually helped situate ;(JSD at ;.the Pomona one-yard stripe. Then, utilizing a _--play that has been a _staple. of the Torero gbal line' ·offense, Chuck Felando to the far side of•the ~rtd ·' . zone for the game's initial score. 1 
'I Bob Lozzi's successful conversion gave USO a 7--0 lead at the 12:13 qiark.of the first period but, surprisingly, this was to be the exteqt of the scoring for the opening 30 minutes. ' . 
,. "'linued on page_C-3) Billy Smi1h takes off on a ~ cessful run for USO Saturday against Cal Poly . Pomona. 
Toreros triumph • 
(Continued from page C-1 ) 
It took a bi7.arre third quarter play to help the 
Toreros extend their rather tenuous lead .. Faced 
with a fourth down situation at the enemy 40, 
Sweet drille<l a hanging punt that inadvertly 
glanced off the helmet of Bronco Craig Nicastro 
on the fly. Since the ball was still alive, USD's 
Stephen Bogard alertly secured it at the Cal Poly . ' 
four. 
Though the Bronco defense denied the Toreros 
a touchdown by staging a gutsy goal line stand, 
USO was nonetheless able to extract a 26-yard 
Lozzi field goal from the break. The kick was 
Lozzi's 10th successful three-pointer of the year 
' and it increased the Torero advantage to HrO. 
Perhaps inspired by their defense's valiant 
effort, the -Broncos immediately- followed with 
their only. scoring march of the afternoon. After 
Pueliu made a pifty return of the kickoff to his 
own 41, Cal Poly struck with startling ,sud-
denness. , , 
On the first play from scrimmage, quar-
terback Mark Jurovich went deep down the· 
middle to wide receiver Jeff Smith. The speedy 
Bronco flanker made an absolutely spectacular 
fingertip grab of the toss at-the Torero 17. 
Three plays ~ter, running back Jeff Losey ran 
a quick-out pattern and latched onto Jurovich's 
12-yard touchdown throw to narrow the margin 
to 10-7 with 2: 27 remaining in the third quarter. 
However, with momentum seemingly on its -
side, Cal Poly was done in by yet another tur-
nover·. After the Broncos had shut do.wn USO on 
the following series, returner Donnie Johnson 
negated his defense's fine work by mishandling a 
Sweet punt. Torero Thad Porlas added his name 
to the fumble ;fvovecy rolls and the locals were-
once ~again ~ vant'ageously stationed at the · 
Bronco 20~ -:.. · / · 
After-two plays netted a loss of a yard, Sweet, · 
who completed a total of 14- out ,of 25 for 127 
yards, hit wide-open Michael Rish for a 21-yard 
touchdown hookup with just nine seconds left in 
the third stanza. Rish's reception padded . the 
Torero lead to 17-7 and served the dual purpose 
of noticeably deflating the visitors from the 
north. 
I USO added a TD midway through the final 
period when it smartly moved 59 yards in 10 
plays, primarily on the running of Jimmy Smith. 
The senior fullback culminated the drive when 
he found paydirt with a well-executed draw up 
the middle. Lozzi's third extra point of tlie 
.contest closed out the scoring at 24-7. 
The Toreros return to action Friday night in 
what should be a most interesting matchup as 
they host the University of Southern California 
junior varsity squad. And it wouldn't bother USO 
in the slightest if the Troj~s prove to be as 
proficient at playing giveaway as were · the 






NOV 4 198Z 
Brbvelli N·ame·d-" 
T6 hiall -~f-F~m~·-. 
Univ;rsity ·ot Sai ' Di"vo· 
Head Ba,sketi'liill c1 o ~,cdi: )1m 
Brovelli will Join · such g.reats 
as 'Bill Russei.J. and;-K.C. iones 
·with his induction to 'the -Uni-
versity of San Francisro Hail 
of _Fam'e. .· ·· · · 
Brove'Jli played· · guard for 
the ,P-ons' ·from 1960-64 and 
was instnunehtal in · ' leading 
USF t~ two West Coast :Ai:h-
l~~c c ·onf~!l.~e Ti~~-'!11. ~? 
l'i.nfl 1_964_' I • ' . ' : 
· He_ will be inducted into the' 
Hall of F~~ · Friday • at the 
Father, Flynn Hali of 'Fame 
Banquet. · . , 
·Comets host G rossmont' s . . . .. . . . ,.. ------=,,,,'="'"----"-------By George Cordry 
The Times-Arlvocat• ., C n · • : Cross country will take over the spotlight th1a week at O e e • Palomar College as the Comets host the first Pac1fic Coast , Conference champtonshtps. · · • t , The new conference's championship will be contested at o es Vista'• Guajome Park on Thursday. The men will open the -'. action at 2 p.m., followed by the women at 2:tlS and a special -: novice diviaion at 8:30. 
Don't look for the Comets to fare well in either the men's · or women's team competition, but several individuals could : place high. 
. Palomar's top three entries in the men's division will be : Dan Stupar, Dan Escher and Chris Jones. Stupar was a prep star at MiHion Bay, Escher ran at San Pasqual and Jones 1s a former Vista ace. 
In the women's event, ex-Orange Glen runners Martha Baez and Shella Green will carry the Palomar hopes along with Trudy Schmutzler, a former Kentucky prep distance star. · · 
. Grossmont, which dominated regular-season competition, will be heavily favored in both divisions. The Gr1ffins were 6-
0 in men's and women's conference action. 
Palomar'• South Central Conference wrestling match at Santa Ana on Wednesday night figures to be anoth-- er laugher for Coach John Woods gifted squad, which 1s . . unbeaten in three conference starts and six season outings. · Santa Ana already has lost to Golden West, 30-18, and · Palomar destroyed the Rustle~ by a ISl-8 score last week. · The Comets will receive perhapa their tQugh~st test of the , : season Saturday when they compete in the Cal Poly Touma-: ment at San Luis Obispo. The tourney annually attracts the best JC teams in the state. ·- · 
Although Palomar'• water :po10 aquad has been struggling in the Pacific Coast Conference, the Comets have two players among the top five scorers in the conference -.Chet Johnson (18 goals and 12 assists for 28 points) and Scott .. John (9 goals and 1' assists for 22 points). . 
Saddleback's Nick Simovich already has clinched the indi-; vidual scoring title, however. 
• The Comets alao have had their problems in men's soccer, but boast three players - John Barbosa (10 points), Victor Tapia (9) and Roy Oftedal (8) among the confer-
against San Diego City at Dome Gym. · 
The Palomar football team wlll celebrate Its Home-
coming on Saturday as the Comets bid for their first Mission Conference victory of the season. Palomar hopes to attain 
that victory at the expense of ano~er_ winless cl~b, San Diego City. 
Kickoff 1s set for 1:30 p.m. at Vista High Schqol. 
San Diego City dropped a ~-8 decision 'to Riverside last Saturday evening, tumbling to CH in conference play and 2-8 overall. The Knights at least managed to score their second touchdown 1h four games. . , 
Palomar, racked by injuries, ben~fitted fn?m a bye last weekend. Coach .Mario Mendez' Comets' will take 0-8 and 2-IS maria .into a game that undoubtedly will det!;!rmlrie last place in the final conference order of f1n1sh. . · 
Greg Lynd•, the ex-Palomar running bacK, earned his first start of the year at Fresno State on Saturytay against Fullerton State.. ,-- · . · 1 . 
It was a memorable weekend for the hard-running Junior. He fractured his left hand on the fourth series of the game and probably will be lost to the team for a couple of weeks. Fresno won the contest, 81-H. 
·Two playera from the 1981 Palomar baseball squad -right-hander Russ Applegate and left-hander Mike Cordry - have cllnched spots on their respective pitching staffs at four-year colleges. , 
Applegate, a prep star at San Pasqual, ranks among the top pitchers on Coach John Cunningham•s USD roster. He was an All-Mission Conference selection at Palomar last spring and was the Comets' most valuable player. 
Cordry, who played his prep ball at Escondido, I]as made the University of Nevada (Reno) staff as a long reliever • 
. Applegate has two years of el1glbll1ty at US~ an~ Cordry 
has three years left ·at Reno. _ • 
Another member of the '81 Palomar club, second baseman ence's scoring leaders. . 
Palomar goalie Tim Rosia also rates among the top goal-ies, allowing Just over two goals per contest. 
- Tommy Davis, had earned a s~ berth at Reno, but,had to drop out of· school during the weekend and returned home 
With four gamu remaining on the schedule, the Comet women's volleyball team 1s sUll in the thick of the title picture. 
Coach Duncan McFarland's Comets are 7-81n the confer• ence standings, traillng San Diego Mesa (9-1) by two games and Southwestern (8-2) by one. 
Palomar will close out its home slate at 7:30 p.m. Friday 
because of an lllness in his family. . · , \ 
· A fourth member of Coach Bob Vetter's '81 squad, .out-ffelder Mike Snyder, was scheduled to play at Reno, but the ex-Comet captain opted for Nevada (Laa Vegas) at the last m~ute. He's battling for a starting berth in the outfield, pending his release from the National Letter of Intent he signed at Reno. 
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SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV 5 1982 -
•" l M .,. / 
:TJ orEri.r.os To Host 
-J roian Jayvee ·,_ .. " 
: The .University ()f San Diego, 
t}iich snapped a four-game losing 
Creak lasl weekend, will be -trying to i: the .500 mark when it enter-
the USC junior: varsity football 
_&am tonight in USD Stadium. ' 
• Kickoff is scheduled for 7:30. 
· : USD took full advantage of eight 
'1tovers · last Saturday and flat-
fened Cal Poly-Pomona 24-7. The vic-
Glry snapped a four-game l~~ 
streak and squared the Toreros 
~rdat4-4. 
• '1 was really happy for our play- , .-s and coaching ~f.7-USD, coach 
, 1fill Williams· said. ~'Looking into 
Cfteir eyes after the game, I could see 
CI of the .wsappointment from the 
' ll,.8St four weeks simply disappear." ... 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 5 1982 
.USD FA~ USC JA~ -The University of San 
Diego Toreros have gone in spurts of four. First they won 
four in a row. Then they lost four in a row. Tonight they 
will_try to slip over the .500 mark when they play host to 
USC's junior varsity football team at Alcala Park. 
Kickoff is at 7:30. _ 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 6 198Z 
USD LOS~ TO JA YVEES - Freshman tailback 
Andrew Jackson rushed 48 times for 219 yards and 
scored two touchdowns against USD last night at Alca-
la Pc!rk as the USC Trojan Jayvees defeated the 
Toreros 20-17. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV, 1982 
Jackson-Led 
USC JV Nips 
USD 20-17 
Freshman tailback An-
drew Jackson rushed 48 
times for 219- _yards an 
scored two touchdowns i 
USD Stadium last night as 
the USC Jayvees stopped 
the Toreros 20-17. 
The 5-11, 185-pound Jack-
son, who has made cameo 
appearances for the Trojan 
varsity, escorted his side 
- through a 16-play, 60-yard 
fourth-period drive to the 
winning points. On this as-
sault, Jackson accumulated 
52 yards on 12 thrusts and 
scored on a 2-yard run. 
Quarterback Eric Sweet 
completed half of 30 passes 
for 158 yards and two touch-
downs and Bob Lozzi. kicked 
his 11th field goal for USD. 
But the Toreros rushed for 
just 6 yards. The USC team 
gained 277 yards rushing. 
Since games against jun-
ior varsities do not count, 
USD's record remains 4-4. 




SO - FG Lozzi 19 




so - Hamilton 13 pass from Swed (Loni 
~idt) 
SC - Jadtson 2 M (Demiii<rl kldt) 
SO - Rish 16 pass from Swed (Lozzi 
kid) 





HO~• - · Through Dec. 9 
I • 
USD display - The University of San 1 Diego will have a display of its sculptured 
• works beginning Nov. 10 at the !,Chool's 
Founders Gallery. An opening reception 
will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, 
Nov. 9. The g~ller;Y Is open Wednesday 
.i - ' • •• ., ~ .... , • -
I • • •• t- \ ! ! .. 1 I • - ! 
I , f f • 
- . -
from noon to 9 p.m. and other weekdays 
from noo_n tQ 5 p.m. Admission is free.· 
.Art. ·· 
..... 
· '.' A ·P ~ION FOR Detail," a sculpture exhibition :· 
will be at the University of San Diego's Founders 
Gallery tr'om . Wednesday 'through ~- 9. Fifty 
pieces of al)i!!Jpl aIJd_f~~ sc~ptare in bro117.!:_,, 
~ 4 • • ~ 
• 
--sentinel , Sun~y November 7:, 1982 . · · 87 · 
1 c I t s e ' ; Cl I + 'l t t f ', l ' )s ... . . - - - - . - - -- -- - . - .. - -- . - - .. --- ,.._ - - -
marble and ivory from the. University's collection 
will be exhib!ted. A reception is set for Tuesday 
from7to9p.m. ' · ., , - · 
Founders Gallery director. Therese_ Wm~mb 
says, \"In the late 191;b· Centµry reality was often 
"defined in terms of ·specific· description; ·as w.as 
technical skill and cultural acumen. · Whether in· 
I costwne, f()~ ~rs .. or the itinerary .1>f, a 
Grand Tour, 1he .whole was ju~edin terms qf a 
plethora of finite .detail. As the new ricb~f E~ope 
- ·an~ Alileri~ ~veiled: they coll~ted art forms 
characterized by overt subject matter and-intri~te 
· craftsmanship. which · _typified . the area~ ·they 
visi~.~· . . . .. -
( 
SENTINEL 
NOV 7 1982 
UNIVERSITY OF San ·Diego .basketbair head 
coach Jim Brovelli joined such greats as Bill 
Russell and K.C. Jones when he was · inducted 
recently into the University of San Francisco Hall 
of Fame. Brovelli played guard for the Dons from 
1960-64 and was instrumental in leading USF to 
· West Coast Athletic Conference titles in 1963 and 
1964. +++ 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV 11 .l98Z . . -,-
, "S(ovelli Finds · Voii:J 
At,His Alma M·a,er 
I I ,.. Iii, 
By PETER RICHMOND . 1 
Stoff Writer, The Son Diego Union · 
' I 
Jim Brovelli, basketball'.born and bred, went honi~ to San Fran-
cisco last week to be inducted into the hall of fame of a university 
that has ~o basketball program. ~ ' · 
The University of San Diego coac_h traveled to a' campus that 
provides the setting for the happiest memories of his li(e; the stuff · 
df liis fondest dreams. Ther~, Brovelli encotinteted a ghost, a shell 
of an idea, the chalk outline of a tradition. 1 , 
Individual awards are not the only proper measure of the pas-
sage of a man's lifetime, but the honor USF: bestowed on l3rovelli Is .. 
significant; the ties between the University of San F,rancisco and 
_its basketball 'alumni are binding and permanent. Two national 
championships in 58 years, regular national rankings, ah athletic 
alumni list that includes Bill Ru~sell and K.,C. Jories' at a school 
with a student -body of fewer than , 7,000 - ·this Is the stuff of 
tradition, a word too often misused, but ·entirely apt on the small 
campus near Golden Gate park. · 
So it was not without· a touch of ambivalence and sadness that 
Brovelli was welcomed last Friday into a select group which 
celebrates the strength of an honored history now in ·um6o. A 
stunned sort of pall hangs over the campus these days. A sorry 
eight-year string of recruiting violations arid booster-relate,d scan-
dals could not withstand the final blow of Quintin DaU.ey's guilty 
plea to charges of ass~ult, and the suBseque,nt revelation of a job 
for which he was paid to do no work. , 
A Jesuit institution with a name that Is mutter~d In the dark 
shadows of sexual scandal cannQt answer with simple.}ip· service 
. to· the NCAA's ideals. In a move .somewhat akin to the uepartment 
of the Interior-dropping forests, the Rev. John Lo Schiavo decided , 
to drop the basketball program July 29. ' ' · 
' And when 300 past· athletes· and supporters of the universJty met 
last week for the armual Father Flynn Dinner! a fine but dlscernl- · 
bl~ mist wound its way through ihe·proceedlngs: , , 
(Continued on C-2, Col. 3) ' '{, , , 
j 
( 
The Sor\ Diego Union / James Skovmand . . 
·' Jim Brovelll,· who was named to the basketball hall of 




NOV 8 1982 
SEMINAR:' Sexual Harassment: Not a 
laughing matte.r - . · 
DATE: Nov. 12 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. _ 
LOCATION: Stoneridge Country 
-Club, Po~ay 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USO School of .Business · 
Administration and Continuing Educa-
tion ,., , 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
NOY 8 1982 
SEMINAR: Is Incorporation for You? 
The Pros and Cons " - . ' 
DATE: Nov. 12 
lrIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: I.a Jolla Village ·Inn 
FEE: $20 . 
SPONSOR: USO School of ·Business 
Administration and Continuing 
Education 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 8 1982 
.,{l'be University of the 
Third Age - the University 
of San Diego's program for 
older adults - will hold it's next session between Jan. 5 
and Jan. 20. Those wanting 
more information on the in-
~ive program cab con-
. tact Marleen Brasefield at 
293-4586. 
tJSD meets $15 million 
goal, plans 3 buildings 
By Joseph Thesken 
Tribune &l~tiOD Writ« 
The University of San Diego today 
announced plans for construction of 
three major buildings on campus, the 
-largest and most ambitious building 
project since the university began in 
1949. 
News of the completion of a $15 
million construction fund drive was 
disclosed . during . ground-breaking 
ceremonies for an expansion of the 
James S. Copley Library at USD. 
. In_ addition to the library expan-
sion, a new School of Business Ad-
ministration and the Manchester Ei:-
ecutive Conference Center will be 
built on the Alcala Park campus. 
"Both as a member of the bus~ 
community and as a concerned citi-
zen, I am convinced that the role of a 
quality independent university is 
critically important to the continued 
development ot our region, and to the 
quality of life for us all," she said in a 
prepared speech. __ J 
''The University of San Diego, with 
its commitment to excellence and to 
character formation as well as to ac-
ademic achievement, fills .an import-
ant need in the San Diego communi-
ty." . 
The major gift for the library con-
struction came from the James S. 
Copley Foundation, which contribiit-
ed $1.5 million to more than double 
the size of the p~t libr89'.•--.. ·-
Mrs. Copley said ..otlrer contribu-
tors were the W .M. Keck Foundation 
of Los Angeles, $500,000; the Edyth 
Bush Charitable Foundation of Win-
ter Park, Fla., $150,000; the Natio~ 
Helen K. Copley, publisher of The 
Tribune and The San Diego Union · 
and chairman of USD's Discovery -
Campaign, was to announce during • 
the ceremonies today that the fund-
ing goal was reached over a three-




Continued From Page 1 
:J:ndowment for the Humanities, 
00,000; the Dan Murphy Founda-
tion, $100,000; Wells Fargo Bank, 
$75,000; and gifts from the Ahmanson 
Foundation, Atlas Hotels, Robert 
Golden Foundation and Home Feder-
al Savings & Loan Association. 
The library extension will be des-
ignated the Helen K. and James S. 
Copley Library, avoiding confusion 
with the new James S. Copley Li-
brary in La Jolla, a research center 
for scholars. The USD library will 
serve all students at the university 
except those in the School of Law, 
which maintains a separate library. 
Construction on the nearly $3 mil-
lion project is scheduled to begin 
shortly after Jan. 1, 1983. Architects 
are Mosher, Drew, Watson and Fer-
guson, a San Diego firm. · . 
nc:n PrP.Sident Author Hughes said 
... 
the university has plans for two other 
major buildings, a student center to 
house various student services, such 
as dining halls, !recreation and health 
services, and ~ building to house ad-
ministrative offices, which are pres-
ently decentralized. 
Hughes, in remarks for delivery at 
the ground-breaking, said the build-
ing program stems from a dramatic 
enrollment growth at USD. 
· "Our plans for the campus devel-
opment ar~ not the product of aspi-
ration or anticipation of growth; they 
are our answers to a clear and press-
ing existing need," he said. 
He said there has been a 72 per-
cent increase in student enrollment 
at USD since 1977, a tripling of the 
enrollment in the School of Business, 
and an average classroom utilization 
of 87 percent. USD has a student 
body of nearly 5,000. · 
Although no date has been set yet 
for construction of the School of 
Business and the conference center, 
Hug)les indicated the university 
wanted to proceed as soon as possi-
ble. , 
Hughes lauded Mrs. Copley for her 
leadership of Discovery Campaign, 
and for the $1.5 million gift from the 
James S. Copley Foundation. 
Bishop Leo T. Maher of the San 
Diego Roman Catholic , Diocese re-
called the roles qf the late Bishop 
Charles F. Buddy and the late 
Mother Rosalie Hill, of the Religious 
of the Sacred Heart and mother su-
perior of the San Francisco College 
for Women, in creating what was to 
become the University of San Diego. 
"What began as a partnership be-
tween the diocese and the Religious I of the Sacred Heart has today spread 
and grown into a partnership whic~ 
engages the community of San Dieg 
and the larger community of persons 
who understand the role of private 
higher education in the welfare and 
vitality of our nation," Maher said. 
USD Trustee Douglas Manches-
ter's $500,000 gif~, which was an-
nounced last December, pushed 
ahead construction plans for the $2 
million Manchester Executive Con-
ference· Center, Hughes said. 
It will be the university'.s "premier 
conferencf facility," the setting for 
academic sessions, continuing educa-
tion seminars and workshops, and 
public lectures presented by · distin-
guished visiting scholars, he added. 
· The new School of Business will / 
ho~ classrooms; faculty offices, 
semmar and lounge space and cen-
ters for student accounting, word 
processing and computer science in-
struction for the school. Its eventual 
cost is not determined at this time, a 
USD spokeswoman said. 
_The 45,000-square-f!)Ot building I 
will be located at the west end of the 
campus, near the Philip Y. Hahn 
School of Nursing. -Architects are 
Tucker1 Sadler and Associates of San 
Diego. 
USD is an independent, Catholic 
institution chartered in 1949 as the 
College for Women and the College 
for Men. Classes began in 1952 for 
women students, and in 1954 for men 
students." 
Hughes was named president in 
1971, and the following year brought 
about the unification of the colleges 
under the present University of San 
Diego. 
f HETRIBUNE (2) San Diego, Tuesday, November 9, 1982 
CAMPUS EXPANSION 
- Construction projects 
on the University of San 
Diego campus include 
the expansion of the 
James S. Copley Li-
brary, left, a School of 
Business Administra-
tion, bottom left, and 
the Manchester Execu- / 




Reaches $15 Million Construction Goal_ 
USD. Begins Consiruction 
On Three New Buildings . 
Ha~g reached it!J fund raising 
· goal of $15 million, the University of 
San Diego yesterday began a con-
struction program that will add 
three new buildings to the campus 
by the fall of 1984. 
. Ground was broken yesterday 
for the expansion of the James S. 
Copley Library at USO. .. 
The approximately $3 million 
addition will add 38,000 square feet 
to the library. The expanded facility 
will be designated the Helen K. and 
James S. Copley Library upon its 
projected completion in September 
1983. 
USO President Author E. 
Hughes said the university is also 
planning a new School of Business 
Administration, and the Manchester 
Executive Conference Center. 
USO Discovery chairman Helen 
K. · Copley said yesterday the $15 
million goal was reached 'over ·a 
three-year_period. 
The major gift · for the library 
construction came from the James S. 
Copley· Foundation, which cons . 
tributed $1.5 million. · . 
Other major gifts were provided 
by: the W.M. Keck Foundation of· 
Los Angeles, $500,000; the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
$400,000; the Edyth Bush Charitable . 
Foundation -0f Winter Park, Fla., 
$150,000; the Dan Murphy Foun-
dation, $100,000; Wells Fargo Bank, 
$75,000; and other contributions 
from the Ahmanson Foundation, · 
Atlas Hotels, Robert Golden 
Foundation, and Home Federal 
Savings. , 
The expansion of the library will 
more than double what exists today. 
Hughes described the plans as 
"our answer to a clear and pressing 
need." 
He said USO has experienced a 
72% increase in enrollment . since 
1977, a tripled enrollment in the 
Schoo~ of Business, and an average 
classroom utilization of 87%. 
· The new School of Business will 
be a 45,000 square foot building 
housing classrooms, faculty offices, 
seminar and lounge space · and 
centers for student accounting, word 
processing, and computer science 
instruction. 
The building will be located at 
the west end of the campus, near the 
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing. 
While the local f4'm of Mosher, 
Watson· and Ferguson is the ar-
chitect on the hbrary expansion, San 
.1I)iego-based Tucker Sadler •& 
.-Associates has designed both th~ . 
School of Business Administration · 
and the Manchestei' Conference · 
Center. 
The two Tucker Sadler buildings 
are expected to be under con-
struction by next spring, with 
completion slated for the fall of 1984. 
USO trustee.. Douglas Man- · 
chester provided the school with a 
$500,000 gift last December, which 
prompted USO to move ahead with 
its plan for the conference center. 
USO is an independent, Catholic 
institution with an enrollment of 
5,003 undergraduate and graduate 
students. 
Founded in 1949, it occupies a 
180-acre area in lµstoric Alcala Park 
overlooking Mission Bay. 
I 
~u-~lfg~ 1l1Uilg WittusrriJ!l\ 
. . 
·Real Estate/Construction 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1982 
I 
861S!XTH 
Manchester Executive Conference Center will facility will feature seminar and workshop ~m11 
der construction by early spring next year. • well as classrooms. ' -
igned by Tucker Sadler & Associa~, the / 
e 38,000-square-f~t addition !to the USD h'br~ should be completed by Seotember 1983. - .. --
The USO School of BUBiness Adminiatration · fering c1assroJms, officr9, · seminar . rooms ai 
Rnildiu will be a 45,000-square-foot building of- lounge space. ,. 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
NOV 1 O 198l 
-- _- - I 
Ernesto Grihalva, a second-year 
student at the University of San 
Diego School of Law, took top 
honors recently in the thr:ee-day 
Jessop · International Law Moot 




lJSD Bl"eOks GroUrld=For 
:~j 1 Ne~ Library · Building . 
I I 
I By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR 
Education Writer, TIit Sall Dlt90 Union 
A $15 million expansion program 
at the University of San Diego was 
kicked off yesterday with a ground• 
breaking for a new library building. 
The expansion, which also will In• 
elude a business school and confer• 
ence center, Is the result of the suc-
cessful completion of a three-year, 
$15 million fund-raising campaign -
,the university's first major public 
fund drive - campaign chairwoman 
Helen K. Copley announced yester-
day. ' 
The three bulld.ings represent a 
massive expansion of the campus, in-
cre~ing its present floor space by 
more than 10 percent to over 1 mil• 
lion square feet and more than ~ou• 
bling the size of the campus library. 
In the midst of yesterday's stormy 
weather, th~ sup made one brief-ap-
pearance as more than 200 spec~-
tors ~~tched Copley, publisher of 
The San Diego Union and The Tri• 
bune and vice chairwoman of the 
USO Board of Trustees, turn ijle first 
'shovelful of soil for the new library 
building. :I 
She wlli aided by the M~ Rev. I 
Leo 
1
T. Maher, . bisbpp of th~ .,Sap 
(Continued on B·2(Col. 1) ..,~ 
8-2 THE SAN DIEGO UNION 
• , ' 
I 
The Most Rev. Leo T. Maher, bishop of the 
Roman Cat_holic Diocese of San Diego, left, -
·Helen t(. Copley, publisher of The San Diegd 
' The San Dleoo Union/ Joe Flynn 
Union, and Author E. Hughes,· University of 
San Diego president; fool( at pf ans for a 
major expansion at the univ~rsity. 
GroUncJ IS.- Brhken For USD: library 
• h, 
~~~e~ Building Will 8e First Of Three In $15-Million Expansion Pro.gram 
• · - - - - ' 
t • • •
 
. •,c""' (Continued from B-1) being edu~ated, especially with the ti
ons, but the Copley Foundation will 
..Q\r,go Roman Catholic Diocese and increasing pressure for academic alw
ays give strong support to institu-
board president, and Dr. Author E. specialization early in their campus tions 
which uph~ld the h!gh personal 
.;!!!)ghes, president of the univer:5ity. life, Maher said. val
ues exemplified by this universi-
"~:The new 38,000-square-foot library "We offer an education that devel- ty,"
 s~e said • 
Jiw.lding will be imm~ately west of ops the mind before it starts to spe- O
ther major benefactors of the Ii-
Camino Hall, which houses the pres- cialize the training," and library brar
y project include the W.M. Keck 
ent 24,000-square-foot James S. Cop- books are essential to that effort, he Fou
ndation of Los Angeles, $500,000; 
11:,Y Library. said. ~e 
Edyth Bush Charitable Founda• 
"': .:.when the new building is complet- · Hughes echoed Maher's thoughts, tio
n of Florida, $150,000; the National 
1!~next fa)!, the entire library com- saying, "We believe that to hold a End
owment for: the Humanities, 
, pJex will be renamed the Helen K. book is a far different thing from sit- $40
0,000; the Dan Murphy · Founda-
: fqd James S. Copley Library, Hughes . ting at a computer terminal, and tio
n, $100,000; and Wells Fargo Banlt, 
· said. while the library offers and will con- $75
,000. 
While library expansion has been tinue to seek the most contemporary Wor
k on th1 new School of B!si-
given a low priority on other major (computerized) equipment, the print- ness
 Administtation .will begin in the 
campuses in the nation, Maher said, ed word will never be considered spri
ng, followed by the Manchester 
USD's move to more than double its outmoded at this campus." Exe
cutive Conference Center. 
library space is consistent with its Later, Copley said it was this kind 
commitment to a style of education of philosophy that led her -and the 
., that involves all aspects of student James S. Copley Foundation to con-
·:,u1e. . , tribute more than $1.5 million to the 
-~~ldany young people are being put new library, in addition to spear-
... ~ ough universitjes today, but that heading the $15 million fund drive. 
..r;l!~e~l ~~! n~ces~ar_ily_ ~~a~ t~.~:f are "I can't . s~ k _ to.:: 1ot~~{ corpora-
He said that in 1976, the university 
estimated its enrollment would in-
crease from slightly more than 3,000 
students to approximately 5,000 by 
1985, and these buildings were 
planned to meet that gr~wth . 
( 
( 
· ,t:ttluds .Finally. 
r"Lift Over USO. 
:le I I ., 
.- Gr"wtb PJa~s y _ 
• • I 
·, .By PAULA PARKER; 
Timu Staff WrUd 
·Even the heaven, cooperated 
Tuesday morning at ground-break-
n&: ceremonies for a $IO-million J 
construction proJec;t at the Univer-
sity of San Diego, a school that was· 
~ -the red only six yelll'I ago. '. 
., ~~rmy ,1kle1 gave way to sun- I 
ah,ine on the campus of the Catholic 
university long enough for USD 
President Author Hughe1 and other 
dignitaries to thrust silver shovela 
Into th\ moist earth where a $3.8- 1 
million ~1µ1alon will more than i 
double Ure size of the campus Ii• 
. brary. · 
· The librar expansion, a 12-mil-
lion ex~utive conference center 
, and a new 5,000~square-foot 
bUiJding to house SD's School of 
i Busineu A:dminiatr . on, ~•ti_mated 
to coat about $5 milli , were made 
, J)OSBible by a $15-million. fund-rai(S-
ing ~pai'11 begun t~ee years 
ago. • · ·· ' : • · 
USD officials say the construction ·/ 
·program Is vital in helping the cam-
. pus handle a student enrollment ij - · : -~~ : ·; ·- '· · Pleue aee LIBRARY, Pare 4 
4 - Part II/Wednesday;~~~ber-10, 1982- J • ' ,. . .-, 
~~~i{~iin~g ~kies Clear, 1, 
• • • • • .., r -:- "- .,,·, roject for academic programs there report, USD baa erased the last of a 
ContinaeUromFlntPa,e ·, ':':·'. :·-. .. ~ . the~ $l.S-million School of $1.8-million deficit accwpulated 
that, at 5,003, has grown ~2~ alnce was built in 1978, univer- during the late 196011 and early 
,1977. Original projection, elk! ~t_,: N~eswoman,SaraFinnsaid. 197~ before it merged ~ -once-
call for .an enrollment of tha~ . ~ . . . 
slt
y spo . . • separate College for · W.omeri, Col-
W1tn1985. ~ :.. . ·? · : ; , ;~~ f ... _ BesaltofStea~Eff•rta ·1egeforMenandSchoolof~. 
Classrooms and library;'f~~. · The project allo is probably the J • 7~· 
are,, now•· ' 'badly ' ~pec~; l>aclly. ; .inOlt tangible evidence of more LutofDefldtEllmtuW ;;
1 
ov~ rowded,'' said Sister · ~ -, . than a decade of steady efforts by The deficit accumulated after the 
~. ·uso vie~ president.· ~~ _,' Hughes and USD's Board of Trust-__ Catholic Diocese of San Dl_ego die-
university has an average c~-. eea to turn around the once ~ ; continued funding for the former 
~ use rate Qf _ 87% - m~ . cially troubled institution, capping men's college in 1968. Hughes has 
highe~ 'i.han desirable. . '"r·" :, . years of internal bu<fsetlng im- been credited ~th instituting tight 
Funding for ~~. project.a. -~ bie, piovem4'1ts and ~ve . fund- budget controls and o~er meas-
bum,over the next_-two Y~ ~e raising et'forts. . . ., · urea, which moved USD in!:O the 
' from1. corpor~te don~;:_priv.a~- , .•. "To have t,alked ~ut a $15-m.ll- black six years ago. USD now:ihowa 
be~ac~ ·" ~d1 fdunc:1atio~J_, 'Jion (capital improvements) pro- a surplus of $531,613 in its ~nt 
N~)JE>G~ of, tbet S15 -~ ·-.· gram in 1971 wu i,c, far.from any- annual operating budget of J26.7 
~-.nerated ~ ~y< thing that appeared to be remotely ,.. niillion, according to its ann~ re-
~ ! r inchi<Hng~ a _SL5 "'.!_~~-"'- ·· poaible ~ •. ":Hughes, preside?t of port. · · , . · 
do~a?on to tl!e ll~~-r~"1-. USD for 11 years, observed dunng a · Hugh~ said qiere are p~ . to 1 
funa' from the· James · .. Copley•. break in the ceremonies. : r raise funds for «.fourth construction 
Foundation. •The ,completed ~ -- _:. · '1t's been a' peraonal _as . well ~ · project, a $6-million student center 
will
9
be called the -Helen K .an~.- professional goal, to aee this (um- which would house dining halls and 
JmB~ S,.-Q)pleY, library~ ho~'°!· venrity) evolve, .to ~ 19-be a other student iervtces:_The univer-
the'>~onlltion, USD offlciall al~ . ·· •. really important part of the higher sity has distributed proposals topri-
~yrTuesday'a festivities ~1•- education. scene in San Diego," he vate donors seeking about $8 _mil-
more than just . the expahaio~_ ID said.. • lion, but has not _yet rec~ed 
adctWoo of b~dlngalargat 1: ~J:; · - According id its I9Si~ 1982 annual responses, he added. · old r SD. It 18 the . . . ~- .. •. . __ · 
Archit~t's renderin~ shows pla~s fo~ USD's ~~~ Helen K. a~d James S. Copl~v .. Library ~~pa~sio~. 
Const.ructi~n of the· 'library , school, · -~here 'enrollment ' hu tri- ty's continuing education 'programs 
addition, which will add 38,000 ple<J in five 'years, wiH be built by and ' serv~ · a, ~ place wh~re , 
SQ\J&tt feet to the present 24,000, Tup'lcer; Sadler "' Associates of sa:n 
will begin in Janµuy, with comple- Diego, and ,will house classrooms, · academic seminars( workshops and I 
µon expected' pi about a year. The · faculty offices and Instructional fa- lectures can be ~eld, USO officials 
architect fol' the project is Mosher, , cillties. Constru~tion is set to begin said. It will be called l,be Manches-
Drew, Watson and Ferguson, a San in Spring. · ter Executive Confer,ence Center in 
Diego firm. r ll'he 15,000-square-foot· confer- recognition ot a $500,000 gift ' from · 
The new building for the business ence center will house the universi- ·· USO trµstee(Douglas Manchester. 
( 




(Continued from C-1) 
"It was a shock when it 
happened,. but to go back 
· that weekend, that affected 
me more," Brovelli said, 
•sitting in a USD office piled 
deep in the paraphernalia of 
the season just ahead. "Now 
it's a · rea.lity. Basketball 
wasn't there. It was ¢mpty. 
Empty anl quiet . . . When 
your memories .are of 
standing room only ... 
Those were great, great . 
years. It was a great, great 
place to play. I'm telling 
you, you get attached .to 
that city. It's always with 
you." 
Brovelll 's eyes had · 
focused OD the middle dis-
tance somewhere, on a 
maze of steep hills and Vic-
torian homes that dot the 
ephemeral netherland of his 
memory. · 
· very heavy ... You've got 1 • 
individuals who feel very gave his personal co~mlt- l..m I(, r 
deeply . . . Gosh darn, down ment. As an educator mter- the lines, is the sentimen 
deep they just love basket- ested lil teaching ethics and that Jim Brovelli is the man 
ball." · , ' morals, he felt he had to who can restore credibility 
Count Brovelli amopg1 stand up for the prlnclp!e he to the Golden Gate campus. 
j them. Since his days in the teaches. The ongoing pro~ His name was mentioned in 
backcourt ---at SL Ignatius }ems he felt, bad to en · May of 1980, when athletic 
High, James Brovelli's life He'd
1 
go'1e throu_gh ~ha~ges director and coach Don Bel-
has .orbited around a bas- ln the staff ln the pri.ot; pr:o- luomini was fired for "re-
ketball. ·But don't numberi batlon. What was tlie next \ crtl.iting irregularities." 
him among the small, •vocal tep?" . . . . Brovelli ~ quick to point 
camp of those who , "It wa~ an easy decision out that USF never goes 
disagreed with Lo Schiavo's · to tnake," said Lo ~h~avo outside its program for its 
controversial policy. He is a .. ·- -·-"" "Tt was difficult coaches, always promoting 
coach ~s pro~d of h~ play- because of our history and I . from within. H~ ".".µ1 not a~-
ers' academ1~ standmg - tradition but it was the dress ~he pos.,1b1lity of his 
six of his _JJSD athletes were\ right anJ only decision, and I returrun~ to usr 
named to the 14-man WCA_C in that sense, it was easy. · ~ Sc~avo will 
all-academic team · this ,, •. · J1m IS the sort of guy 
spring - as be is of their "I'v.e gotten 1,000 letters who bas everything going 
on-court status. Count him in my office and 'all but a for hlrn as a coach," Lo 
among those concerned few support the decision. At ' Schiavo said. "He's a gentle-
with the win-it-all-now the Father .Flynn dinner, a r man. He has everything In 
ethic in college athletics. lot of former athletes who 
I the right direction, as far as 
"Whether i agree with are interested in athletics having academics be the 
what (Lo Schiavo).did or no were coming up all night first priority. I know from 
aoesn't matter. What I' and .telling ine It was the personal experience he 
, looking for is that they·ca · takes a personal interest in 
re-establish priorities an right decision. . . . I'm sure his athletes. He also knows 
get the program back. It's now that we will have it . his basketball. I think he's 
close-knit college in a clos (basketball) back in some the kind of guy any school 
knit city. .Graduates are form or another. I can't tell would be proud to have on 
you what form it will take, its staff." 
successf~l people' - law: 
yers, doctors, professionals. 
It was all part of that. I just 
hope . . . well, there's noth-
ing wrong with stepping 
back and taking a de~p 
breath. If they can,re-estab-, 
or what division, but -I've "I'm very happy here at 
appointed a task force tb' USD," Brovelli said. "The 
study ·it, and they'll report program has come a long 
to me in the snrine." 1 way, with a long way to go." One of four Inductees into 
the hall this year, Jim Bro-
velli, USF '64, played on two 
West Coast Athletic Gonfer-
ence champion teams. Two 
decades later, ,the. school 
has extended its thanks. If 
the compliment was · sin-
cere, the timing was Inop-
portune. 
· lish, set some guidelines ... 
There's no questioning his 
sincerity. In San Diego, at 
least, Jim Brovelli has a 
program. 
"It was a lovely banquet,. 
but it was difficult for some 
'people," Brovelll said. "You 
still have mixed feelings. Of 
course, your hard-line 
boosters are unhappy, but 
there are &till ~ me others 
with hard feeliqgs. It was 
"It was very, very hard , 
decision for Father, believe 
me. He put in a lot of 
thought. There is no one 
more deyoted to the univer-
sity an<f lts program than 
Father Lo Schiavo. It 
wasn't like sdme outside'• 
president who hates athlet-
its coming in arid abolishing 
the progr.am. The last time 
they went on probation 
(1980) , he just about 
promised the NCAA that 
nothing would go wrong. He 
.. ( 
Jim Brovelll Is at WSD, not USF, but his works are appreclated ·at both schools. . . . . . 
( 
READER 
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"A Passion for Detail," an exhibi-
tion of sculpture -fr.om the Univer-
sity of San Diego collection, will be 
on view through December 9, 
Founoers Gallery, USO. 2?1-6840. 
JS~ sets · campus. devt:p_lopment . campaig~,. ·I 
SAN DIEGO - Groundbreaking for ·. 
he expansion of the James S. Copley 
Library at the University of San Diego 
occurred Tuesday, a move made as "our 
answer to a clear and prc11sing need," 
Author E . Hughes, USD president said : 
In ceremonies held ~n the campus, 
Helen K. Copley, chairman of the 
Copley Press, Inc., USO trustee, and 
chairman of the ' '. Discovery Campaign," 
announced that the immediate campaign 
goal of $15 million had been achieved 
over ~ 'three-ye.µ: period . . 
THE "DISCOVERY" money for that the former bishop of the San Diego THE LIBRARY will be expande<l 
campus development came from "men, diocese , Charles F. Buddy, and Mother from Zi,000 square feet to 62,000_. 
women, corporations and-foundations;''· · -Rconlrc - Hill ;-- superior -of-ttrC:-San-.. - Reader''stations will increase from 370 to 
who have confidence in the mission and Francisco College fQr Women, "became • 850~ The new librlU'}' will be in the 
future of USD, Dr. Hughes said. He also "partners for education," in estabJishing . Spanish Renaissance style, in keeping 
paid tribute to Mrs. Cgpley who the co~lege. 1 with the rest of the ~pus architecture. 
"through her personal contributions ~d-. "What began u a partner~p between -
those ~fthejames _S. <?opley Foundation the diocese and the · Religious of the 
has ~ade leadcnhip gifts of $1,58_0-,000, Sacred Heart has spread and grown in.~o a. 
·While ·,. Tuesday Wf-S the "literal 
enabling the extended construction of partnership ·which engag.~~ the 
what shall henceforth be kno~ ~ ~~ community of San Diego and the larger 
Helen K. andjames S. Copley Library. community of persons who understand 
Bishop Leo T. Maher was present to the role of private higher education in the 
bless the site and to take part in the welfare and vitality of our nation/' the 
groundbreaking .. fl~ .tpJd ~ose -~it!Pf~ .. J~~op said. ~, -
groundbreaking'' for • the liprary, Or. -
Hughes sai~, ''it,. js also , a symbolic . 
groundbreaking for other pi:ojccts of the 
Discovery Campaign" including the 
Manchester Executive Conference Center 
and a new facility for the Sch~l of 
.. iusi~~!s 1dmi.r:iistra;t~on. 
~ 
B;,hop Mah ••• , 7 
Copley on '" er also congrat 
chair .. her outstand ' ulated Mrs 
' 1)· nia1,1 of the ing leadership . 
iscovery C . success/i 1 as 
anipaign. ,, , u us~ j 
. °!liE EXP .. 
which serves· 'ANSION of the . . . -
Undergrad all of the ID library 
was "nian~ates (except forofe than 3,00() . 
growth in /ted by the reniara,:~;u.dents), 
Hughes • .,,:dur Student J>Opul . e rate of 
...., ''USD at1on ,, 
J>ercent in th. has gro , Dr. 
has tripled . _e fast live Years-:n by 72 
. . · Adniinistratio~ .~ Schoo] of ;~~- and/ Ho•e . . sines, 
•ber JJ, J8a2 · So .,.· -· . 
· ' 1&thel'll C · ro••-a 
.... 
( 
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Fund-raising goal reached; . 
construction on library Qegun 
,La Jollan Helen K. Copley, 
chairman and chief executive 
officer -of Copley Press Inc. and 
trustee of the , University of 
San Diego, annobnced at ground-
breaking ceremonies last Tuesday 
the successful completion of a 
USO fund-raising campaign for 
which she has served as chair-
man for the past three years. 
The "Discovery Campaign," 
as the fund-raising effort was 
called, achieved its I goal of 
$15 million for campus deyelop-
. ment. · 
Funding support for develop-
ment projects came from private 
benefactors, corporate donors 
and foundations, including 
La Jollans . Dr. Bernard and 
Ethel Aginsky, Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas C. Barger, Dr: Anita 
Figueredo and· Doug~as and 
Betsy Manchester. 
The major gift for the library 
construction came from th~ 
James S. Copley Foundation·, · 
which will more than double 
the size of the existing library. 
The extended ·facility will be 
designated the Helen K. and 
James S. Copley Library. Ar-
chitects for • the project are 
Mosher, Dfew, · Watson and 
Fergu~n, a La Jolla firm. 
Author E. Hughes, USO presi-
dent,, detailed the purpose of 
the campaign - the addition to 
the library, a new facility for 
tlie School of Business Admini-
stration, and an executive con-
ference center. Plans for the 
future include a student center,. 
which will house various student 
.services such· as dining halls, rec-
reation, health services, . and 
administrative offices, all ~f 
which are presently, decen-
tralized. ' 
. ' Hugbes described the construc-
tion plans as the University's 
response to enrollment growth. 
"Our plans for campus develop-
meni," he said, "are not the 
product ot aspiration or antici-
pation of growth ,. they are our 
answer to a · clear and pressing 
existing need." · 
· He cited an increase of 72 per-
cent in headcount enrollment 
since 1977, a tripled enrollment 
in the School of Business, 
and an average classroom utiliza-
tion rate of 87 percent. 
USO trustee Douglas 
Manchester's $500,000 leader-
ship gift announced last Decem-
ber moved the university ahead in 
plans for the construction of 
what will be known as the 
Manchester Executive Confer-
ence Center. 
Situated between the new 
School of Business building and 
the School of "iursing, the n~w 
center will be the _premier con-
ference facility for tpe university 
the setting for academic 
, sessions-many .of them in the 
field of business-continuing 
education seminars~ -and work-
shops, and public lectures pre-
sented by distinguished visiting 
scholars. · 
The University of San Diego 
is an 'ind~pendent, Catholic in-
stitution enrolling 5,003 under- 1 
graduate and grac;lu_ate students. 
DAIL y TRANSCRIPT 
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Our Apologies 
In yestetday's story on the 
University of San Djego's plans to 
construct three new buildings the 
name of Roy Drew was not included 
among the architects who designed 
USD's library expansion. While a 
press kit from USD did not include 
Drew's name, his firm correctly 
should be identified as Mosher, 




LA JOLLA LIGHT 
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USD Founders Gallery -;-
" A Passion for Detail," an 
exhibition featuring sculpture 
from the Grand Tour, will be 
displayed through Dec. 9. De 
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TROPHY: Sen.~lect Pete Wil-
son's ~ost cherished ·campaig
n 




ed on velvet.and framed for hi
m 
by his friend, Atty. Jim Milc
h. 
Collector Milch tracked dow
n 
t.wo 1979 U.N. postage stam
ps 
urg~g the independence of Nam
-
ibia. 'And it was Gov. Jer
ry 
Brown's blindside debate que
s-
tion about Wilson's policy 
on 
Namibia that scime think was t
he 
campaign's turning point. y
s-
teriously, Wilson was elabor te)
( 
prepared; , the carrier a s ~
 ·· 
Brown stunned: (Brown aid 
SilJ>erman; •who coa·ched ro 
. 
for the debates, says the · 
I 
question was 'Brown's iqea 
CITY SCENE: A two-hour...,._
, 
ception for donors and dignit
ar-
ies preceded ''The Threepen
ny 
Opera", at last night's opening
 of 
UCSB's Mandell Weiss Center
 for 
the Performing· Arts: Chance
llor 
Richard Atkinson, the first p
er-
son to speak from the all-bla
ck 
stage, noted the "high emoti
on" 
of the moment and the uni
que 
·sharing of the theater by UC
SD 
agd_ La Jolla Playhouse, wh
ich 
will operate it during the su
m-
mer. Mandell Weiss, 92, the ch
ief 
donor ($1.2 million) stood to l
ong 
applause. On a more mod
est 
scale is the plaque honor
ing! 
UCSD architect Charles Pow
ers. 
It is in the men's restroom 
and 
reads: "Urinal. Our thanks 
to 
C.B. Powers for bis generous g
ift. 
1982." . 
GRIT: The Clippers' new gen-
. 
eral manager, Paul -Phipp
s 
hasn't met arena operator Pet
e; 
Graham yet, but Graham is h
is 
No. 1 target. "The Clippers· ca
n 
·make it,•; be . says. "The bigg
est 
. p~oblem we have in this. city
 is 
with the arena. Operations a
re 
atrocious. The stadium is dirt
y. 
It's a scandal throughout th
 
leag~e. Graham's lease viol
a 
tions, both with us and the cit
y, 
are up to maybe a dozen. H h
 
doesn't comply we'll go to Ci
t 
Council. We can't find a ne
w 
-owner illltil we get that cleane
d 
up, And I'm not h~re to see th
e 
franchise moved. My mother-i
n-
law (Evelyn Vevia of Sante
e) 
lives here . .She'd shoot me if th
e 
Clippers moved" 
GOOD GUYS: At the VA Medf
.' 
cal Center, plans are under w
ay 
for one of the city's larg
est 
Christmas parties: on Dec. 
15, 
about 3,000 patientt outpatien
ts 
and fo~er patie~ts will'turn 
up, 
and Michael Digan's job is to s
ee 
that there's a Jift for each. ... 
Superior Court Judge James 
A. 
Malkus is trying a ·new probati
on 
condition in minor crime conv
ic-. 
tions: donations to the San Die
go 
Crime Victims Fund. . . . V
ice 
Adm. Jim Stockdale, form
er 
Vietnam POW, speaks tomorro
w 
when the Chamber of Commer
ce 
honors the top 105 military p
er-
sonnel in the county . ... Thre
e 
delightful USD students play
ed 
chamber music at ·1unch · th
is 
week for a ground~breaking au
di-
ence. Amy Wayne, John Caugh
lin 
and David Conroy loo'ked out t
he 
windows at black clouds a
nd 
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·usD's c;>ay.;LoDg Fast ·· 
. . ~ 
:To A"id World's H_~ngry 
i 
SAN DIEGO-.On Nov. 18, · "because we· want to give 
the University of San ~pie. a chance to. make a 
,DiegQ,'.$ J:.ampus Ministry ,is -personal commitment to the 
sponsonng · a .d,.r-Iong fast hungry of tbe·world- fast-
and other activities as part ing is a symbolic way qf 
of a nationwide annual jast making that commitment." 
to raise fµnds to "benefit the Last y~ar "2,000 _groups 
\.orld's hungry.·· participated in the_ fast; md 
University . faculty, stu- ,donated more than $475,000 
dents .and friends ' join other to Oxfam America for its 
,, .Americans around the s~lf7help development and 
. country in·Oxfam America's aid programs. The Un-
ninth _annual Fast for .. .a iversity of San Diego ranked 
World Harvest. The ll)oney second highest in donations 
sa-ved by.not-eating -0n that last' year, contributing over 
day will be donated to SUJ>: $4,000 to the Oxfam pro-
port Oxfam · All)~ca's de- gram. 
velopment proJects around Persons interested . in 
the world. · · - - -- participating - in · the 
''We are organizing the activities · can contact Sr. 
fast at . the Uniyersity, " Tim of USD's -Campus' 
explains Sr: Tim-Malone of Ministry at 291~. ext 
USD's Campus' Ministry, 4465. · · · 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 1 2 1982 
J 
.-
USD'S CAMPUS MINISTRY will hold.a daylong~ fiov.18 as 
part of a nationw_ide observance to raise money for the wo~ld's 
hungry. Faculty and students will take part in Oxfam Amenca's 
ninth annual Fast for a World Harvesl The money saved by not 
eating that day wiiI be donated to support Oxfam efforts 
abroad. Last year, USD contributed more than $4,000. 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
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·•·. "A 
Passion for Detail," sculpture 
exhibition, Founders Gallery, 
University of San Diego, through 
Dec. 9 ' 
( 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 1 3 t9i2 
.Our expan.ding University 'of San Diego . I 
' . • • I , I ' 
WHILE OTHER private colleges and universities . student enrollment at· the university, and the School 
are taking a most conservative approach to expa~- of Business enrollment has tripled-in that time. USO 
· sion, San Diego University is · moving right ~he~d · now ~as a student ·body of .nearly 5,00Q. 
with an ambitious building program. · , Work on the $3 million.library will start1in Janu-
- · The university held groundbreaking ceremonies . ary and is to be completed next fall. The conference 
· this week for a new library building and announced cen,ter, .which wilt be the setting for academic ses-
. plans to construct t'wo other structures, a School of sions, seminars and wqrkshops, ·and · the ,business 
; Business Administration and the Manchest~r Exec- school sti;uc~ure will ge~ , underway as soon after-
, utive Conference qeriter. Th~ new ~uildings ~re ward as possible. . . 
' made possible by a successful three;year, J15 mU- This is the ~university's most ambitious building 
. ' ' ' ' .·. -lion fund-raising campaign. , project since it opened 33 years ago. USO has made 
1 
· USO President Author Hughes said there is a, the community proud by its· presence and by send-
·. clear anQ pressing 1need for the new structures. In ing into the world large numbers of well-educated, 
· five years, there has been a 72 percent increase in productiv~ citiz~ns,. . 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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-• 
Seminar Set ., .. , 
Ttiursdciy In · . 
u . 
USD,Series 
... . • 4 .. , 
"faughl in the Middle 
and Nowhere to Go," is the 
tcfpic. of a seminar to be 
gtyen as part of an inter-
f,tith series by the Universi-
t1, of San Diego Thursday in 
DeSalesHall. 
!Speakers Dr. Mary Cola-
ct:co and Sister RayMonda 
I>,iv:all will discµss profiles 
of women in crisis situa-
tions and the economic di-
lemmas that face them. 
:The program includes a 
c~ntinental breakfast at 
7:30--a.m. followed by the 
seiii'inar. Registration is $10 
fo • the seminar sponsored 
b~SD's Continuing Educa-
ti(}l office in cooperation 
w~ the San Diego F.cu-
meoical Conference and the 
Nilional Conference of 
Clitistian and Jews. For in-
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I 
,uso VS. ST. MARY'S - University of San Diego closes out its football season tomorrow with a homecoming game· against St. Mary's at 1 p.m. at USD. USD has won 
four and lost four in games ~ season. . 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV 1 3 1982 
e COLLEGE FOOTBALL ....:.. Th~ USD Toreros close out the season when they host St. Mary's .College at USD Stadium, 1 p.m. In community college action, San Diego City battles Palomar at Vista Hieh. 1;30-n.m. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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USD Winds 
Up '82 Slate 
Here Today 
The University of San 
Diego closes out its football 
season today when the I 
Toreros meet Sl Mary's at 
1 p.m. at USD. 
The home team will be / 
trying to avenge its only 
loss of the 1981 season, in 
the first round of the NCAA 
Division III playoffs. The 
visiting Gaels, 5-2-1, hold a 
7-4 series advantage over 
USD but have never beaten 
the Toreros in San Diego. 
· USD, which dropped a 20-
17 decision last week to the 
USC junior varsity squad, is 
4-5 on the year including 
that game. 
The Torero offense will 
go up against a rugged Sl 
M'arJ.'s defense that has 
yielded just 91.4 yards per 
game on the ground. USD 
Quarterback Eric Sweet 
has passed for 1,657 yards 
and eight touchdowns this 
season, completing 122 of 
224 attempts. His favorite 
receivers .have been Mike 
Rish (36 for 573 yards and 
six TDs) and .nm Reilly (22 · 
for 336). 
On the ground, USD has 
-counted on fullback Jimmy 
Smith (91-426) and halfback 
Jerome McAlpin (95-381). 
Running the ball has been 
the strength of the St. 
Mary's offense. Tailbacks 
Bryan White and Andre 
Hardy have totaled 796 and 
601 yards, respectively, in 
eight games, with White av-
eraging 6 yards a carry and 
Hardy 5.~. 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
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- - ~ 
·OPERA WORKSHOP/ The Unlv~rslty of San 
Diego group will present two one-act operas, "A Game 
of Chance" and "R.S.V.P," at 8 p.m. Nov. 19 and 20 and 
2:30 p.m. Nov. 21 at the Camino Theatre, USO. 
Admission Is $3.50, or $2;50 for senior citizens and , 
, students. Buy tickets at tlie door, or call 29-1.-6480, Ext. 
4427, for more Information. r 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
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-
. Through Dec. 9 
1- USD display - The Uni-
I varsity of San Diego will 
t have a display of its 
sculptured wqrks begin-t ning . Nov. -10 at the I school's Founders Gallery. 
An ·.ope;,ing reception- will 
, be held _from 7 to 9 p.m. 
· Tuesday, Nov: 9. The gal-
lery_. ls open Wednesday 
·.from noon to 9 p.m. and 
·other weekdays -from noon 
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Our expanding University of San Diego 
, I 
WIULE OTHER private colleges and universities student enrollment at the 
university, and the School 
are taking a most conservative approach to expan- of Business enrollment h
a~ tripled in that time. USD 
sion, San Diego University is moving right ahead now has a student body 
of nearly 5,ooq. 
with an ambitious building program. Work on the $3 millio
n library will start in Janu-
The university held groundbreaking ceremonies ary and is to be completed
 next fall. The conference 
this week for a new library building and announced .center, which wiil be th
e setting for academic ses-
plans to construct ·two other structures, a School of · sions, seminars apd wo
rkshops, and · the business 
Business Administration and the Manchester Exec- · school structure will ge
t underway as SQOn after-
utive Conference Center. The new buildings are ward as possible. 
· · 
made possible by a· successful three-year, $15 mil- This is the university
's most ambitious building 
lion fund-raising campajgn.· project since it opened 3
3 years ago. USO bas made j 
_USO President ·Author Hughes said there is a . the community ·proud by 
its.presence ai;id by send-
clear and pressing need for the n~w structures. In ing into the world large
 numbers of well-educated, 
five years, there has be~n a 72 percent ~crease in productive citizens. 
· 
SENTINEL 
NOV 1 4 1962 
°"r I I 
THE UNIVERSITY of San Diego Opera Work-
shop will present a double-bill production of two 
one-act operas, "A Game of Chance" by Seymour 
Barab and "R.S.V.P." by Jacques Offenbach, 
·Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 
p.m. in Camino Theater. 
USD fine arts department faculty directing the 
production are Robert Austin, musical and stage 
direction, and Marilyn Green, cho_r«:<>graphy. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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~ I •r ~- -... J ,, • "JJ 
USD OPERAS - The University of San Diego Opera Workshop will 
present Seymour Barab's "A Game of Chance" and Jacques Offen-
bach's "R.S.V.P." •! 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. next 
Sunday_ in the CamlllO Thuter, USO. Robert Austin Is music and ·1 
stage director with choreography by Marilyn Green . 
. •---.... . . \ 
( 
USO wide receiver Jim Reilly strains fc,r a pass against St.' Mary's. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Hardy's TD Return SpurS St. Mary's Past USD 
. ' I 
Hoover High product Andre Hardy ran a kickoff back 
96 .yards for a touchdown and Bryan White ran for two 
scores as St. Mary's College coasted to a 31-10 victory 
over the University of San Diego befor:e. 4,000 people at 
USD yesterday. 
The Gaels capitalized on an early USD turnover to take 
a 7-0 lead halfway throug~ the first quarter when Kent 
Jordan caught a 12-yard pass from Scott Ruiz. Later in 
the quarter, St. Mary's drove 79 yards and took a 14-0'lead 
.after White ran for his first score, a 5-yard touchdown.· 
The Toreros cut the lead to 14-7 in the second quarter 
after St. Mary's punted on third down with 1:.31 remaining 
in Ute half and USD returned the punt to the Gaels' 28. On 
the first play, quarterback Eric Sweet threw a 21-yard 
pass to Michael Rish. Then, with :43 showing, Sweet hjt 
Mitch Greene for a 7-yard• touchdown to put USD back in 
the game. 
On the ensuing kickpff, however, Hardy returned 96 
yards for ii touchdown to make the score 21-7. . 
,· USD kicker Bob Lozzi kicked his 11th field goal ~f the 
season, a 39-yarder, to ti~ his own team record and rpake 
it 21-10 going into the fourth period. 
The Gaels added to their lead after USD fumbled. on its 
• own 14. The short drive ended w}Jen White scored his 
second touchdown, a 2-yard plunge to give St. Mary's a 28-
10 lead. 
' Hardy was the game's leading ball carrier, -wi~h 17 
1 
carries for 91 yards. His backfield partn.er Bryan White 
-had 68 yards on 18 carries. · 1 
Scott Ruiz headed the Gaels' passing attack -by throw-
• ing for 1~2 yards and one touchdown. Three.of his comple-
ti6ns were to Kent Jordan for 29 yards; including the 12-
yard touchdown. 
The Toreros were held to only 48 yards on' the ground. 
Jerom,.e McAltin gained 43 of those yards on nine carries. 
Sweet completed 13 of 24 passes for 147 yards and one 
touchdown, but was intercepted four times. ·He completed 
four of those passes to Michael Rish for 64 yards. 
St. Mary's, now 6-2-1 with one game remaining, scored 
its final points on a 28-yard field goal by Frank Goehr-
inger. 
The Toreros finished their season 4-5. 
The game marked the first time St. Mary's had beaten , 
USD on the Toreros' home turf. · 
The San Dleoo Union/ Bob Ivins 
Craig Carlyle of . 
USO recovers a St. 
Mary's fumble yes-
terday as teammate 
Greg Stein is up-
ended by Gael John 
Doyle. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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REAL f:S:f ATE 
USO fli~dr8ising drive n:e~ 
In an era when most universities arc 
trimming budgets, the University of San 
Diego (USO) is in an expansiort mode, 
as witness last week's groundbreaking 
on a $3.8 million expansion 'of the 
campus', exISting James .S, Copley 
Library.. . 1 I 
About '38,009 square feet ·will be 
added to the current 24,000-square-foot 
facility, to be renamed the Hc;len K. and 
James S. Copiey Library. According to 
USO president Author · Hughes, the 
expandea · building· will be completed 
next fall. - - - · 
Architects are Mosher, Drew, Wat-
son and Ferguson. 
Concurrent with the groundbreaking, 
USO also announced plans to construct 
a $5 million, 45,000-square-foot School 
of Busine~s Administration and a. $2 
million, . 15,60<H;quare-fooL executive 
conference centeL Architects on both 
projects are Tucker, Sadler & Associ-
. ates. Construction on the projects will 
, begin n~xt spring. • : 
Funds for tf!.c expru;isimt were gar-
nered fro!II .a four-year ~u raising 
_ campaign which, .netted , USP,, SJS 
million. Li br;uy benefactor ':11':len 
Copley, chairwoman .Df ·.tl'te opley 
Press Inc.·and it USO trustee, played no 
small role in the fundraisin_g, ti_rivc. Htr 
J.Jmcs S. Copley Foundation.chipped in 
$ 1.5 million to the effor( 11t1d she per-
sonally contributed $80,000 to the uni-
versity.- Other major gifts included 
$500,000 from .' the W . .M . , Keck 
Foundation, $150,000 from the Edyth 
Bush Charitable 'Foundation, $400,000 
in challenge grant funds from the 
National Endowment for the Humani-
ties, $100,000 fiorri' thC? Dan Murphy 
· Foundation, $75,000 from Wells Fargo 
Bank, as well as undisclosed gifts from 
the Ahmanson Foundation, . Atlas 
Hotels, Robert Golden Foundation and 
Home Federal Savings and Loan 
Association. . ' 
San Diego developer Doug Mar 
chester contributed $500,000 'last ye 
for the executive copf erencc_ ,.J:Cn 
which will bear his name.- . 
Meanwhile, U~D officials annou, 




USO will expand current ' li~;ary b_y 38:oop-square fee) 
design and have acquired the land adja-
cent to the crossing. Eight bids were 
submitt~d by U.S. contractors to build 
our side of the gate. Low bidder was 
Lusardi Co. of San Marcos. 
NOV 1 ~ ~ 
I>oWNTOWN 
• "Job Burn-Out: S,YIT1)toms. Causes 
and Cures, .. is the topic of an Update 
Breakfast Seminar, sponsored ~ the 
University of San Diego, at which 
methods' for ~ing from and cop-
ing with bum-out will be presented. 
The seminar takes place at the Little . 
America Westgate Hotel, 1055 Second 
Ave., 7:30 to 9 a.m. The S20 fee includes 
a continental breakfast presentation 
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·-'~USD ends 'Year of Turnover' 
· Torero gridders drop finale to St. Mary's 
I • -
By JIM EV ANS quarter, St. Mary's bad broken on top at 7-0. 
Sentinel Correspondi nt With t heir offense now on a roll, the Gaels wasted 
Quite inadvertently, the USO football team has little time in adding to their margin. On their very 
~ome up with its own personal addition to the next series, the visitors embarked on a 79-yard 
Chinese calendar. Call it the ¥ ear of the Turnover. excursion for another score. 
Saturday afternoon, as they have done on Half-back White, who was instrumental on the 
numerous occasions during the 1982 campai~, ttie -mare~ with his rushing and receiving, capped the 
Toreros played fast and loose ~th the footbWI. trek goalwar<i with a nifty five-yard slant ·off right 
And, because of this frustrating tendency to beat tackle. With ·2:03 remaining in the first stanza, St. 
themselves, USO suffered its fifth defeat in the past Mary's·now led 14-0. ' 
six outings. It was at this stage that both defenses really 
1bis time the beneficiaries Qf the_ error-prone began to control the line of scrimmage and the 
Toreros were the St. Mary's Gaels, who capitalized likelyhood of any additional scoring during the 
on many of the miscues en route to a 31-10 win over initial 30 minutes seemed rather remote. 
USO before a disappointed homecoming crowd of However, late in the second q~er, Sweet anc 
.4,000 at Alcala Park. compaby finally began to generate some ex· 
The ·season-ending loss dropped coach Bill citement. After taking over at midfield, the Torero1 
William's troops under the breakeven point at 4-5 rapidly sped downfield on the strength on threE 
811:d provided a bitter conclusion to a year tha~ successive Sweet passes, two of whicb·were snare< 
began· so . auspiciously ~en the Toreros jumped · by Mike Ri&):l. 
from the gate , with three consecµtive wins. ~en, on a first and goal situation from the 7 
Early in the first quarter it becanie all too . Sweet sidestepped a heavy rush, sprinted to hislefl 
,evident that the Toreros would be hampered by the and hit tight end Mitch Greene near the center o: 
giveaway: On · the yery first po~ssio~; USO · the end zone. Greene's touchdown grab, whlc! 
quarterback Eric Sweet ha~ his pass int~ coverage came with just 43 seconds showing on trn 
deflected by defensive back Ron Fadelli and scoreboard clock, had slic~ the Torero deficit t< 
subsequently intercepted by a diving G:ler 14-7. · · 
Williams at the Gaels' 35-yard line. . . ·Unfortunately for the Toreros, Gael Andn 
fortunately for the· Toreros, se~or, comer ck Hardy, a H':?(>ver High graduate, returned t~ 
Craig Carlyle, who was a solid performer , on ensuing ·kickoff 96 yards for a touchdo~. Hardy'1 
defense, got ~e pigskin right back for the borne jauntgaveSt.Mary'sa21-7leadathalftime. 
team when be picked off Scott Ruiz's first passing . While te~s'of lesser character might have beer 
attemptofthecontest. devastated by Hardy's run, the T9reros gamelJ 
But the · offense continued to put USO into tried to regain the ~omentum on their · first 
-p'iecarious positions. Two plays after the clutch. possession of the third quarter. F~llowing a 32-yard 
. Carlyle ' interception the . usually reliable Sweet punt return by Phil Spencer that positioned them in 
misfired badly when he overthrew .his intended Gael territory, the Toreros eventually moved to the 
receiver and instead hit defensive ~ck paye St.Mary's 19beforestalling. 
Bortolin at the Torero 25. ' The locals then summoned the ever-dependable 
. After. four successive runs by ji_tterbug back Bob Lozzi, who nailed a field goal from 29 yards outi 
Bryan White advanced the ball down to the USO 12, to narrow the .Gael •lead to 21-10. The kick ~a 
the Gaels hit for paydirt when Ruiz rolled to his left Lozzi' s 11th successful three-pointei: of the season 
and drilled mammoth tight end Kent Joi:dan on a and enabled him to tie the school record in tba 
nice .cro.ssing pattern. With 6:34 left !Il the first categoryforthesecondstraightyear. 
\ i / ~ ~, • I • 
LEMON GROVE 
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bress Does Not 
Make a W inner 
\ .• . ,,,,. . 
Th e Tm:eros ~Qcc_er. team 
ttot ,.only p1ayed at Stanford 
en November 9, but 1hey .play-
"1 · -tn· Stanford'~ uniforms. 
StantorcJ was 'kind. enough to 
lend USD ·:the uniforms Alter 
the Tor.~ baggage was mis-
pla~ J~y it}ie airline. Stan-
'ford 6()w.ne4 ,the 'n)r.ero,s, ·i.o . . ~ , 
. · · VJie .... 'T.~os .finished .t n -e 
~as01.1 ·ig,1~ 1 overay ~nd -0-8 
IJI .confere~ play. . 






NOY I 5 1982 .. 
/SEMINAR: Introduction to Word 
Processing 
DATE: Nov. 20 
TIME: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
LOCATION: USD . 
FEE: $50 
~PONSOR: USD &;hool of Continu-
mg Education · 
CONT Aq: 293-4585 - . . ■ 
SO BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
NOY 1 5 1982 
SEMINAR: Job Burn-Out: Symptoms 
Causes and Cures 
DATE: Nov. 19 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 uni . 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
FEE: $20 "' 
SPONSOR: USD School of Busines 
Administration .and Continuing 
Education · 
1 
CONT ACT.: 293-4585 . . 
SEMINAR: Is Incorporation ·For Yriu . 
The Pros and Cons ' 
DATE: Nov. 19 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: .Stoneridge " Country 
Club, Poway 
FEE: $20 . 
' SPONSOR: USD School of Business 
Administration· and Contin'uing 
· Education . . . 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
I . 
. SEMINAR: Terminating Tactfully 
DATE: Nov: 19 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn -
FEE: $20 . · ~-'-
SPONSOR; USD School of Busin~ 
Administ~tion and . .Continuing 
Education · 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV l 8 1982 
The Serl Diego lJnlcn/Ronl Golgmio 
USO Fund-Raiser: Uoiversity of San Diego 
students attend a swap meet on campus to 
- raise-money tor elieve hunger in the world} 
The event was part of an international move-
1ment that originated with American students 
attending Oxford University. Checking out 
offerings at the meet were Bruce Pileggi and 
Martin Benitez, above, and JoAnn Thornton, 
right. Students participating in the anti-hun-
ger program attended a Mass at noon yes-
terday and began a fast last night that will 




_NOV 1 8 1982 
-USP: ftoop SeasQn 
Opens :vs Atbecta . ~ . ·-. -GQa.~11 ':Jiin Brovelli· and the 
u/ _-of :San .Dte~ lU>opsters 
open -.~ 1992,83 .aeasctn with 
an ·e~hibition game a_gai~st U. 
ot Mber.ta 1:>'n 'Nm:-embet 22 at 
7:;30 p.m. in the usp: Spo~ 
Center • r - -' , : 
·The 'Golden Beai-; come -to 
USD for their. firsf 'lJT)eeti~ 
ever 'with the ··Tareros. '.By the 
ttrr.ie ~lberta s.ets foot in the 
'l)'SD .. flYlll. for the ·Toreros .QP-
eqe.r; they will .hcJ.ve· _8 _games 
9ndei; their ·pe1t . . Th~y are 
-~~rr¢t4Y +1 \yith _their pnly loss -comin_gi at the hands oT. 
~~;)z: Cl~.~ :C;olleg( 181'.~ 69J. p:pbomin_g games prior to 
" l[SD~s , uicJUde contes'!,s . . with .. 
~ ,- s,~t~ _anl!'Sta~f~d. : 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 




The Univ.ersity of San Di-
ego basketball team 
warmed up for the start of 
the 1982-83 basketball sea-
son against a cold-shooting 
team from Canada Monday 
night. The Toreros raced to 
leads of 8-0 and 40-22 before 
burying the University of 
Alberta 86-43 . . 
Former Monte Vista · I 
High and (;rossmont Col-
lege standout Mike Whit- I 
marsh scored 11 points for I 
USO. Sophomore Anthony 
Reuss, a product of Chris-
tian High, popped in 10 
points. 
USO hosts Air Force in 
its season opener Saturday. 
( 
BORREGO SUN 
..... ,. .. 
NOV l 8 1992 
Ground broken at USD 
for Jqmes S. Copley Library. 
SAN DIEGO - During ground-
breaking ceremonies for expansion 
of the James S. Copley Library at 
the University of San Diego on No-
vember 9, Helen K. Copley, chair-
man of Copley Press, Inc. announced 
that the school's fund-raising goal 
of $15 million for campus develep-
ment, has been reached. 
Copley, a USD trustee and chair-
man of the "Discovery Campaign," 
said that the immediate campaign 
goal of$15 million had been_ reached 
over a three-year period. Private 
benefactors, corporate donors and 
foundations provided the financial 
support. 
The major gift for the library con-
struction came from the James S. 
Copley Foundation which contrib-
uted $1.5 million for the project 
which will more than double . the 
size of the existing library. 
The extended facility will be 
. . 
designated the Helen K. and James 
S. covley Library and will serve 
all students at the university ex-
cept the School of Law, which has 
a separate library. Construction is 
scheduled to begin shortly after 
January 1, 1983. 
Future . plans include a student 
center which will house various 
student services such as dining 
halls, recreation, health · services 
and administrative offices, all of 
which are now decentralized. 
The University of San Diego is an 
independent Catholic institution 
enrolling 5,003 undergraduate and 
graduate students in its College of 
Arts and Sciences, the School of 
Business Administration, School of 
Law, School of Education and Philip 
Y. Hahn School of Nursing. 
Chartered in 1949, it occupies a 
180-acre campus in the heart of San 
Diego overlooking Mission Bay and 
the historic section of the city. 
TIMES-ADVOCATE 
NOV 1 G 1Jt't 
USD teachers, students 
in two one-act operas 
·More one-act operas. by college musi-
cianS are on tap. · 
This time the University of San Di-
ego Opera Workshop wlll,offer Sey-
mour Barab's "A Game of Chance" · 
and Jacques Offenbach's "B,.S.V.P." . 
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and 
2:30 p.m. Sunday in Camino Theater at 
USD, on Linda Viata Road. . -
-Robert Austin is in charge of musi- · 
cal and stage direction, and the cast is· 
made up of faculty and students: Tick-
ets are $3.50 at. the.door, and $2.50 for · 
students and senior citizens. □ · 
READER 
NOV 1 8 1982 
'.' A Game of Chance," a one-act 
opera by Seymou~ Barab, and 
R.S. V.P.· by Jacques Offenbach, 
will be performed by members of 
. the USO Opera Workshop, Friday, 
November 19 and Satu rday, 
November 20, 8 p. m. ,,and Sunday, 
November 21, 2:30 p.m., Camino 
Theatre, USO. 291-6480 x4427. 
READER 
NOV l 3 1982 
"A Passion for Detail," an exhibi-
tion of sculpture from the Univer• 
sity of San Diego collection, wiU be 
on view through December 9, 
Founders Gallery, USO. 291-6840. 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
NOV 1 8 1982 
Real Estate Tax Seminar 
Set By USD Law School 
The second annual Real Estate 
Tax Institute sponsored by the 
University of S~ .Diego School of 
Law in cooperation with The State 
Bar of California, Taxation Section, 
will be held at the Hotel del 
Coronado on Nov. 18 and 19. 
The two-day graduate level 
institute, includes a panel of 
nationally recognized experts who 
1 will examine contemporary planning 
techniques and result-oriented 
solutions in four areas of real estate 
taxation; . 
Of special in-terest to tax at-
torneys, certified public ac-
countants, trust officers, corporate 
real estate executves' and investors, 
Registration for the 1982 Real 
Estate Tax Institute entitled, "State 
of the Art in Tax Planning for Real 
Estate," is $345. 
1 / the Institute will explore the topics: 
· , "Planning the Real Estate Venture 
to Optimize Tax Benefits for the 
Service Partner;" "Tax Audit and 
Trial Techniques for Real Estate 
Ventures;" "Salvaging the 
, Distressed Real Estate Venture;" 
and "Highlights of Major Recebt Tax 
Cases Affecting Real Estate." 
Moderators for the lnstitute are 
Peter G. Aylward, of. Aylw~. 
Kintz, Stiska, Wassenaar · & 
Shannahan; James 0. Hewitt, from 
the Law Offices of James 0. Hewitt; 
Richard A. Shaw, of Shenas, 
Robbins, Shenas & · Shaw; and 
Charles 0. Thomas, Arthur Young & 
Company. Lecturers include par-
ttcipants from Chicago, San ,li'ran-
cisco, Beverly Hills, Houston, and 
-Phoenix. 
' Contact the University of San 
piego for provisions for continuing 
legal education 'credit, California 
Department of Real Estate con-
tinuing education credit and 
California Staie Board of Accounting 
continuing education credit. 
( -
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Success ·Story' 
The $15 million expansion pro-
gram getting under way at the 
University of San Diego. caps an 
unusual success story in higher 
education. 
Only six years ago, USO was 
operating at a deficit in a diffi-
cult transition to independent 
status after years of being subsi-
dized by the Catholic Diocese of 
San Diego. Today, the universi-
ty'-s budget is in the black and 
work is beginning o·n a new li-
brary, business school, and con-
ference center. 
Enrollment at USO this · fall ' 
, topped 5,000 - a· iigure not ex-
pected to be reached until 1985. 
There has been a parallel growth 
in the university's academic stat-
ure. 
President Autb'or. Hughes, the 
Board of Trustees, ·and the USO 
faculty can take pride in their 
impressive achievements during 
a period when many institutions 
of higher learning, both public 
and private, were struggling to 
hold their own. · 
BLADE TRIBUNE 




SAN DIEGO - The Un-
iversity of San Diego Opera 
Workshop- will present a 
double-bill production of two 
one-act operas, "A Game of 
Chance" by Seymour Barab 
and "R.S.V.P ." by Jacques 
Offenbach •On Friday /and 
Saturday,-Nov. 19 and 20, at 
8 p.m. and on Sunday, Nov. 21 
at 2:30 p,m. in Camino 
Theatre. 
General admission tickets 
are $3.50 ; senior.citizens and 
stu(lents, $2.50. Tickets may 
be purchased·at the door, or 
call 291-6480, ext. 4427 for 
information. . . . 
The cast of USD faculty 
and students includes : Anne 
Swanke, Lourdes . Babauta, 
Teressa Delano and David 
Walling in .. " A Game of 
Chance," . and Cathleen 
Hannasch, Dino Palazzi, 
Paul Horton, James Capers, 
Anita Kuykendall, David 
Jarboe, · and Larry 
Williarn'son in " R.S.V.P." 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 2 0 1982 
Gene Klein tabbed 
for university board 
· Chargers President Gene Klein has 
been elected to the University of San 
Diego's board of trustees. 
"We are most fortunate in having 
Gene Klein on the university's 
board," USD President Author 
Hughes said of the appointment. 
"His business acumen, bis insights 
and his interest in the development 
of . young men and women will be of 
enormous value to the university." 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 2 O 1982 
San Diego, Saturday 
, Civil rights talk 
·Monday at USD 
Clarence Pendleton Jr., 
chairman of the U.S. Com-
mission of Civil Rights, will 
' speak on civil rights at 12:30 
p.m. Monday at the Univer-
sity of San Diego, School of 
-Law. 
The topic of the speech, 
to be given in the Joseph P. 
Grace Courtroom, is "Civil 
Rights Under Assault Is 





SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Founderl Gallery: "A Passion 
for Detail: Sculpture From the 
Grand Tour," through Dec. 9. Uni-
versity· of San Diego. Monday-Fri-
day, 10 a.m. to -4 . p.m.; Wednes-
days to 9 p.m. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV 2 1 1982 
USD OPERAS - -The University of San Diego Opera Workshop will present Seymour Barab's "A Game of Chance" and Jacques Offen-bach's " R.S.V.P." at 2:30 p.m. today In the Camino The1t1r, USO. Robert Austin is music and stage director with choreography by Marilyn Green. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV 2 2 1982 
'. 
~ oreros T u·ne. Up 
. -
Agai~st Alberta 
The team in the white uniforms tonight will ~ the 
University of San Diego. It will be comforting for Torero 
basketball fans to know that, because they might other-
wise fail to recognize the people representing USD. 
The team's roster includes six newcomers, -three of 
whom will be in the starting lineup when the San Diegans 
meet the University of Alberta in an exhibition at 7:30 in 
the USD Sports Center. 
Tonight's game will be the Toreros' lone tuneup before 
opening the regular season Saturday night against Air 
Force. 
USO fans will have no problem identifying guard Rich 
Davis and center Robby Roberts. Davis was a starter and 
Roberts a regular last year, when the Toreros finished 11-
~- The rest of the starting lineup 'will be new. 
1 The forwards will be Mike Whitmarsh, a 6-foot-6 trans-
fer . from Grossmont -CoUege,A and' Dave Mcliver. ;a 6-8 
transfer from ·cypress. Joining Davis ,at guard Mll be.ijill 
Penfold, a 6-5 transfer from Glendale " ,, ., -, ~ 
, Coach Jim Brovelli, who must mold these newcomers 
into a smooth-running qpit, is pleased to have an exhibi-
. on game on the schedtfle. 
"We didn't have one last year;• but with tl .veteran team 
we didn't really need one,"" lfr"ovelf1 said. 'l>J'lfl..s ·year, with 
a lot of new faces, we probably do. We gain one game of 
experience before we open the season, and we think that 
should help." _ 
USO will not be a big team - Roberts, the center, is 6-
foot-7 - but Brovelli suspects the Toreros will compen-
sate for their relative lack of size. 
"With no big center, you have to rely on each other for 
defense and ·rebounding, but we're used to that," he said. 
"We've been there before." 
Alberta may be leg-weary tonight. The Golden Bears 
played games at Utah State Saturday night and Stanford 
last night. They will meet U.S. International University 
tomorrow night at Mira Mesa High. 
- - Bill Finley 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
NOV 2 2 198Z I 
~USD BASKETBALL ~· -~ -- --I 
SEASON OPENS - · The 
USO Toreros open their 
basketball seas9n tonight 
against University of Alber-
_ ta at 7:30 at the USO Sports 
Center. · 
,The Toreros will have 
three new starters in the 
lineup - forwards Mike 
Whitmarsh and Dave 
Mciver and guard Bill ·Pen-
fold. Returning starters are 
· guard Rich Davis and cen-
ter Robby Roberts. 
l 
SAN DIEGO UNION \ 
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1 ' 
Seniors Spark .USD Rout Of Alberta 
The University of .San Diego bas-
ketball team stormed _past a weary 
Alberta University squad, 86-43, last 
night in a pre-season exhibition game 
which attracted 600 fans to the· USO 
Sports Center. 
. "We got a chance to see everyone," 
said Coach .Jim Brovelli, whose 
squad includes . only two returning 
starters. "My general impression is 
· that we are quicker and we shoot 
better from the perimeter than in the 
(recent) past." 
Alberta, playing its fourth road 
game in as many days, made only 7 
of 19 shots in the first half and the 
Canadian team's 6-6 center, Leon 
Byno:e, wasn ' t ·able to match 
strengths with 6-7 Rich Davis under 
.the backboards. 
DavIS and Robbie ·,Roberts, both 
:seniors, provided the leadership Bro-
velli w_as seeking -from them, espe-
cially during the opening minutes of 
the only practice game the Torreros 
will have before hosting Air Force in 
the regular season Ppener &lturday. 
Roberts dominated the defensive 
boards as USO ran to an 8-0 lead on a 
Bill Penfold layup, Davis' 20-foot 
jumper, a Roberts rebound and base-
line 15 footer by 'Mike Whitemarsh. 
Roberts finished with 10 points and 
10 rebounds, eight of them before 
halftime. Davis, the point guard, led 
all scorers ·with 19 points and dished 
off five assists. 
USO shot 52 percent while taking a 
40-22 halftime lead, then improved 
on that performance by making 21 of 
35 field goal attempts in the second 
half. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 





-~By Bill Weurding 
• Tribune Sportswriter • • 
: Three years ago, when USD's basketball program got its first taste of life in 
, the West Coast Athletic Conference as a brand -new member, the Toreros 
: finished dead last . . . as expected . 
. : But two years ago they finished seventh, and last season they wound up 
• • sixth. Be it ever so humble, please note that trend. It's by design. 
: : "At least we're moving in the right direction," noted Torero Coach Jim 
· : Brovelli yesterday. "I find ~t encouraging that .each year we've improved. The 
· ~ first couple of years, all we could do was try and be competitive and gain 
_ ! · ~--- some respect. Well, we've gained that respect. 
We've shown we can compete. Now, I'd like to 
see us get over the hump and win some of those 
close games we've been l_osing." 
Although · Brovelli graduated his top four 
scorers from last season, including all-league 
picks Rusty Whitmarsh and Jim Bateman, the 
outlook out at Alcala Park these days is nothing 
but optimistic. . 
Part of the reason is that Brovelli, heading 
into his ninth season at the USD helm, had per-
haps his most productive recruiting year since 
the Toreros joined the WCAC and jumped from 
Division II into Division I basketball status. 
Along with two top freshman prizes - 6-8 
Mario Coronado from Tucson's Salpointe High 
and 6-9 Mike Davis from Chico High - four 
jun!or-college transfers (6-5 Bill Penfold from 
· JIM BROVEW- Glendale, 6-8 Dave Mciver from Cypress, 6-7 
• . Brian Setencich from Fresno City and 6-5 Mike 
• : Whitmarsh from Grossmont) also have joined the Toreros. 
:_. when added to a group of returnees that includes guards Rich DaviS, John 
Prunty, Randy Brickley and Jon Freeman, 6-7 center Robby Roberts, and 
forwards Anthony Reuss (6-7) and Don Capener (6-5), one begins to understand 
why Brovelli can't wait to get the season started. . · · 
"I think we're going to be a little quicker than last year," he judged, "and, 
-overall, we'll have better perimeter shooting. We're never _gonna be a run-and~ 
gun type of program here - I don't believe in th.at - but we are gonna try and 
utilize our quickness this seaSon and get more transition baskets. A lack of 
quickness and not getting enough easy baskets bas hurt us in the past." 
' Judging, by the T_oreros' performance last night in an exhibition game 
gainst the University of Alberta, USD is ready to start picking .up its pace. 
Sparked by 19 points from point guard Rich Davis, the Toreros rolled past the 
visiting Canadians with ease 86-43. 
_. Mike Whitmarsh, Randy's younger brother, added 11 points while Roberts, 
Prunty and Reuss all chipped in 10 to the balanced Torero attack. Roberts, one 1 
of the WCAC:s strongest rebounders last season, also pulled down 10 caroms to 
. pace USD in th~t department. 
"fm pleased with the way things have been going," noted Brovelli prio
r to 
his team's impr~ive debut against Alberta. "The guys have really w
orked 
6ard ,these past five weeks. The chemistry on the club appears to be goo
d in 
terms of personalities, which is always impo~nl We're ready to play. I jus
t 
hope we can get some early wins. That would help boost their confidenc
e." · 
. , Confidence will be a necessity this season for the new-look Toreros, w
ho will 
open perhaps the most demanding schedule in their history here Sat
urday 
· night against Air Force, starting at 7:30. Other nonleague tests are sch
eduled 
against the likes of U.C. Irvine, San Diego State, Long Beach State, San
 Jose 
- State and University of Nevada at Reno, all on lhe road. 
"Our pre-conference schedule is extremely difficult," said Brovelli. "We 
are 
~ping to improve with each game, Every one of those games should pr
epare 
us well for WCAC play." 
As far as league play goes, the USD coach foresees defending champ
ion 
.Pepper.dine as the team to beat ag~in, followed by Santa Clara. Peppe
rdine, 
which went 14-0 in league play last year and 22-7 overall, has four starte
rs and 
10 lettermen returning. 
- . "It's gonna be a real dogfight," summed up Brovelli of the season a
head. "I'd 
say Pepperdine and Santa Clara are the top two clubs, and then the res
t of us 
are all pretty dose. Everybody we play u: !ough." 
Keeping the trend going will take some doing. 
- Col/lfge Basketball Schedules, C-6 iii . 
Recession Hurting Civil 
Rights, Pendleton Says 
By ROBERT P. LAURENCE 
Slpff Writer, 1lle San Dit90 Union 
•. Economic conditions are playing 
a major role in denying civil rights . -- ~ 
to minority groups, U.S. Civil Rights 
Commission Chairman Clarence M. 
-Pendleton Jr. told a press confer-
ence yesterday.- · ,J.· • I 
"We're . in aanger of .creating a : 
permanent underclass in this coun- ! 
try if we don't .turn the economy · 
around," he said. to reporters 'follow- • . 
ing a speech to law' students at the 
University of San Diego. © ~HE S~N DIEGO UNION 
"Reaganomics makes ;, lot of , Tues::fay, November 23-,.1982 
sense,to me," added the former chief ..!... __ _. 
of the San Diego Urban League, who 
last spring. was appointed. by· Presi-
dent Reagan to his part-time, non- youths have been accused of killing
1 
paying position. a young follower and police inform-
He remarked that Mr. ' Reagan's ant. 
economic policies ·would "get gov- Pendleton's speech defended the 
ernment ouf of- 'pe<>ple's iives and Reagan administration's record in 
get the free enterprise system to defending civil rights for minorities 
flourish again, which is what made and reiterated his stand in opposi- . 
this country great in the first place. tion to race quotas in education and 
. .. If you don't broaden the econo- hiring and to busing for school inte-
my, what do you do?" gration. · 
-~ying, that "the safety net is in "We must stop criticizing Presi-
piace" for the poorest people, Pen- dent Reagan," he said. "It is not pro-
dleton questioned the need for pro- ductive. Things were getting bad 
grams aimed at the middle class. long before January 20, 1981 (when 
"People think the more govern- Mr. Reagan took office). "Too much 
· ment there is, the more civil rights government: its spending and regu-
you have, and I don't believe that at lation excesses occurred before 
alL" Pendleton said. President Reagan took office." 
Fresh f~us should be placed; he Pendleton said he had told the 
~aid, on "linkage" between the President that he agreed with "a 
schools and technological industries, policy of color-blind racial neutrali-
making sure school. admin~trators ty. But that a firm administration 
and students inquire "what does it civil rights policy (should) be estab-
take to go into hi-tech? . . . Discipline lished so that non-white Americans 
and education are the two roads to would not perish on the route from 
freedom." color consciousness to color blind-
Besides the economy, the nation ness." 
must also deal with "the whole issue Busing has resulted in "the de-
of hate," Pendleton sai~ in his press struction of public education" in 
conference. "Oroville is just about many cities, Pendleton declared, 
wrecked," he added; referring to the and affirmative action programs 
case in that Northern California city have "led to the crE:3tion of a kind of 
in which a neo-Nazi leader and two racial spoils system in America." 
I 
The Son Dleoo union/Peter Koelemon Qlarence Pendleton calls for end to criticism of President. 
( 
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Civil rights appointe~, 
def ends Reaga~ ~ecor-d. 
By Bob Corbett 
Tribune SUI! Writer 
President Reagan's administration 
is trying to make a fundamental 
change in the nation's civil-rights 
)~~gram, ~ys Clarence E. Pendle~on 
The administration is trying to 
substitute opportunity for prefer-
ence, Pendleton, Reagan's appointee 
as chairman .of the U.S. Civil Rights ' 
Commission, sa_id yesterday in San . 
Dlego. ·· 
Pendleton, former president of the 
San Diego Urban League, defended 
the administration's record on civil 
rights in a lecture and press confer-
-ence ·at the University of San Diego 
Law School. 
He said "there is no basis for criti-
cism" of the administration as being 
deaf to the civil-rights movement. 
"This is the only time in history Clarence Pendleton: · 
that an administration ...:. a Republi- ,'Thi~ is the only time hi 1 
can administration - has placed the bi.·storv tbkt an 
government leadership of the . civil- • ., 
rights mandate in the bands of administration -- a 
blacks," he said, referring to himself Republican . • il 
and three other top ciyil-rights oifi- administration _ bas •. 
cials. · · · i 
The administration is shifting the placed the government · 
focus of the civil-rights effort back to lt?adersb_jp of the civil~ 
jts original meaning, opening of op- • • ,L d • · b · 
portunities for · blacks .and ?ther mi- r1gnts man _ate !n ! e_ 
norities, ra~er than assunng them ..... ·:. .bands of bhicks 
of "preferential treatment," Pendle- • 
ton said. ----------..., 
•. · Civil rights, he said, .had become 
"a zero sum game." 
"All -policy solutions about eco-
nomic growth and productivity in-
volve some degree of redistribution 
of income and wealth," be said, "to 
the ever increasing number of mi-
norities who comprise the protected 
classes. , • · · 
"We now have 15 protec_ted classes 
of Americans. More. than 75 percent 
of our population is eligible for pref-
erential treatment. 
not," he said. "I'm not chairman 
the 'black comi;nission o~ civil rig 
I'm chairman of the Civil Rig 
Commission of the United States." 
Under the Reagan administrati 
Pendleton said, civil-rights spendi 
will increase ·from $511 million 
1980 to $531 million in fiscal 19 
Funds for civil-rights enforcenu 
will double under current a~ 
tration proposals, he said. ,. I 
"I believe that civil rights are at 
· '.le crossroads again and we must 
· -0ldly strike the path of racial neu-
rality toward achievement of a soci-
-ty free from discrimination. 
"-Increasing the number of protect-
.d classes supposedly increases the 
, umber of opportunities for minori-
.ies to enter the mainstream, but un-
ess the economy is expanding pro-
rtiona tely to the number of pro-
. ted classes there will just be more 
eople fighting for less opportunity. 
"For this reason, the focus of the 
·ivil-rights movement should be on 
expanding th~ _·economy, which is 
now stagnant, rather than attempt-
ing to increase the number of pro-
tected classes or boycotting indus-
tries that are hard bit by the current 
state of the economy or lobbying 
government for .make-work jobs that 
provide no permanent solution." 
Pendleton bas been under attack 
by many black civilsrigbts groups 
since his appointment earlier this 
year. He dismissed their charges yes-
terday. 
"I don't care if they like me or 
"What we have done as blacks '1 
Pendleton said, "was to believe th~ 
government was our salvation." 
Parents of black and white chil 
dren should play a larger part in th 
education of their children he said. 
"Parents must tell thei; kids tha 
discipline, preparation and competi 
tion are the true roads to freedom ' 
be said. · ' 
The "administration has contin~ 
the effort to require school distric 
which classify and assign)students o 
teachers on the basis of race to adop 
effective desegregation plans " he sa~ , 
"To maximize effectiveness" he 
said, "the Department of Justi~ no 
longer seeks a mandatory busin 1 
plan to achieve racial balance bu 
tries to emphasize quality education 
al opportunities through use of mag 
net schools and other techniques." 
· Pendleton said Americans shoul 
"insist on the kind of preparation and 
training that will allow our young-
sters to take advantage of the new 
opportunities in the . information-
. based society of 1?,morrow." . 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
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Pendleton s·ay·s recessiori 
spawns a ne~ under.class 
' ' SAN DIEGO (AP) - The nation's re- spring. 
cessionary economy is thwa,rting minority He said that Reagan' s policies would groups in ·their pursuit of jobs and finan- '.'get the government out of.people's lives cial security, according to the chairman of and •get the free enterprise system to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission. flourish again." 1 
"We're in danger of creating a per~ Pendleton said that the nation's schools manent underclass In this country if we and colleges shduld emphasize training in don't turn the economy around, " said high technology fields ~ prepare· future Clarence Pendleton, chairman of com- generations fot new. jobs ih computer-mission. oriented fields . 
Nevertheless, Pendleton, who made his In addition to the economy, Pendleton j remarks Monday night at a news con- said the natio~ must'deal with the "whole ference following a speech to University of issue of hate. 
San Diego law students, said that the , "Oroville Is just abou wrecked, 11 Pend-Reagan administration's economic poll- leton said, referring to the case in that cles are a step in the right direction. Northern California city in which a neo-. "Reaganomics makes a lot of sense to Nazi leader and two .youths have been me, 11 said Pendleton, who was appointed · accused In connection with the killing of a to the post by President Reagan last young follower and police informant. 
D-2 THE TRIBUNE San Diego, Wednesda) 
LOCaI memoe~ or tne corporate commmee re--, 
porting on sales of tables (at $1,000 each) were 
Everitt A. Carter and John McKenna Case. Los An-
geles members of this committee are entertain-
NOV J 4 1982 
~ZEL -crow 
TRIBUNE SOCIETY EptTOR I 
. YOUNG CONNOISSEURS OF THE SAN DIEGO 
: Museum of Art h~ve chosen a nostalgic look 
at Hollywood in the '50s as the theme for a 
New Year's Eve party at the museum. Planners 
have borrowed the title of "Some Like It Hot" from 
~he Marilyn Monroe film for the party's name and 
promise a Hollywood extravaganza to match film 
premieres of the era. 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Huff are the chairmen and 
Leslie Simon is supervising the decor. Dress sugges-1 
tion is black-tie optional or prom fashion. 
Among those assisting with arrangements are 
Mr. and Mrs. John Adams, Dr. and Mr. John Wil-
liams, Janis Butcher, Bob Gallagher, Chris Hatch, \ 
Lucy Huddel, Michael McGreevy, Martha Moore 
and Chris Wallner. 
Party information is available from the museum 
office. 
Marion Ross, star of TV's "Happy Days," joined 
local planners of a Jan 29 gala at a progress meet-
ing Monday evening at the Mission Hills home of Dr. 
Noel Meadows. The gala, "Stairway to the Stars," 
will honor Miss Ross and inaugurate a Marion Ross 
Scholarship for the drama department at San Diego 
Stat-e University. • ·, · 
The scholarship program ·is an outgro'Y1h o~ ~ 
Ross's work with the drama department m brmgmg 
professionals to the university to work with stu-
dents. She is an alumna of SDSU and has been asso-
ciated with the Old Globe Theatre here. 
Her co-workers on "Happy Days," Henry Winkler 
and Tom Bosley, head the list of film and televisi~n 
personalities who will participate in the gala. Wm-
kler is dinner chairman and Bosley will be the mas-
ter of ceremonies. 
They weren't able to attend Monday's session but 
members of the honorary committee who did were 
Rep: Clair Burgener, Mrs. Lynn G. Fayman, De-
borah Szekely and Ed Self, as well as Miss Ross's 
business manager, Barbara Best. 
· Dr. Thomas Day, SDSU president, was there and 
so were Dean Jerry E. Mandel of the College of 
Professional Studies and . Fine Arts and Merrill 
Lessley, chairman of the drama dep~rtment. c . - ..... ---- . . .. . ...... - . --
ment executives Gary Nardino and Anthony Thomo-
poulos. 
Glenn and Jan Broadus donated the Christian 
Brothers wine for the party, and Julie Poole~ar-
ranged the hors d'oeuvre table. 
Tickets for the gala ($100 per person) at Town and 
Country Convention Center may be reserved 
through the drama department or Alumni and Asso-
ciates at SDSU. 
Comedian Lily Tomlin was a turprise guest at a 
party given Sunday evening at Fat City to honor 
volunteers in the COMBO campaigns to raise funds 
for the arts in San Diego County. Miss Tomlin; who 
is appearing at the Old Globe Theatre, was escorted 
· by Jack O'Brien, artistic director of the theater 
which is one of the beneficiaries of the COMBO 
drive. . 
Sheila Guebert arranged the party attended by 
some 200 volunteers and members of the media. 
Tdany of the guests will be active in the Dec. 4 
COMBO television auction of goods and services. 
Coordinator of this auction is Al Dillon. . 
Tom Fat provided hors d'oeuvres for the party 
and Simon Levi Co. of San Diego and Ferrara Win-
ery of Escondido brought the wines. 
Mrs. Thomas Carlson heads the committee put-
ting final touches on peparations for the 53rd annual 
Candlelight Ball Dec. 4 at Vacation Village Conven-
tion Center. The black-tie dinner dance is sponsored 
by the Auxiliary to Scripps Memorial Hospital, La 
Jolla, and proceeds will be used to purchase equip-
ment for the hospital · 
The Greater San Diego Chapter of Children's Vil-
· 1age, USA, will celebrate the holiday season with a 
Christmas luncheon and boutique Dec. 6 · at the 
Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel. Mrs. Lionel P. 
H~rnholm is chairman of the event which will in-
clude an auction of hand-crafted ornaments, plants 
and home-baked goods. 
Mrs. Albert Jacobs is president of the chapter 
which supports Children's Village at Beaumont, 
Calif., a non-profit r.esidence for the care and reha-
bilitation of abused children. 
The University of San Diego Auxiliary will wel-
come 77 new members at a luncheon next Wednes-
day at Cafe del Rey Moro in Balboa Park. Follow-
ing the luncheon, the group will tour the "Celebrate 
the Holidays" display at nearby Casa de Balboa 
prese~ted by the San Diego Historical Society. 
Durmg the luncheon Mrs. William Edwards will 
present a check for $13,500 to USD for student fman-
cial aid The money was raised by the auxiliary's 
recent fashion show which Mrs. Edwards chaired. -
~- Jonathan Tibbitts is taking luncheon reser-
vations. Guests are asked to bring small gifts for 
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Piano Recital by Nicolas Reveles, 
featuring works by Liszt, Beetho-
ven, and Prokofiev, will be held 
Tuesday, November 30, 8 p.m., 
Camino Theatre, USO. 291-6480 
x4296. 
READER 
NOV 2 5 1982 
"A. Comparison of U.S. and 
Japanese Corporate Performance 
Through Financial Statement --------
Analysis'.' will be the subject of a 
lecture by Japanese professor 
Hiroyuki ltalJli , Monday, 
November 29, 7:30 p.m., Philip Y. 
Hahn School o(. Nursing, USO. 
191-6480 x4296. 
( 
LA JOLLA LIGHT 
NOV 2 5 196? 
USO Founden Gallery -
"A Passion for Detail," an 
exhibition featuring sculpture 
from the Grand Tour, will be 
displayed through Dec. 9. De 
Sales Hall, Alcala Park, S.D. 
291-6480. 
READER 
NOV 2 5 1982 
. -
" A Passion for Detail:' an exhibi-
tion of sculpture from the Univer-sity of San Diego collection, will be 
on view through December 9', 
Founders Gallery , USD. 291-6840. 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
NOV 2 7 1gsz 
Nicolas Reveles - The - pianist will 
perform at 8 p.m. In the University of San 
Diego Camino Theatre. General ad-
mission Is $3, students are $1. Tickets 
may be purchased at the door. Call 
.291-6480,. Ext. 4296, for more Informs-
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Al•r r;,OrCe at l],'Dn Center Judy Porter, the Aztecs' 6-S All-America candi-.1.1 1 1 OU , date, is back for her senior year, and should get help from 
The University of San Diego Toreros open th~ir season up front from Heidi Bauer and Marsha Overton. Veteran 
at po tomorroy.' night at the ·USO Sports center against Marci Blackman and freshman Renee Overton are the 
the Air Force Academy. , · . 1 gqards, but also among the ,six women who have started 
The Toreros, 11-15 overall and 4-10 in the West Co~st in the past for Spears are forward Teresa McGlade and 
Athletic Conference in 1981-82, eased past the University guard Monica Rebbe, and freshman guard Dee Dee Dun-
of Alberta, 86-43, in an exhibition game at USO Monday can has earned.some playing time already. 
night, and 6-0 guard Rich Davis and 6-.7 forward Robby Ninth-best in the NCAA in scoring defense and third in 
Roberts showed why Coach Jim Brovelli is counting on foul shooting last year when 'they finished 20-13 and 4-8 in 
tlieni for big years. · • ' · , _\ trie Western Collegiate Athleti~ Association, ·they'll be · 
They're tbe only two starters back from last year's tested by the Waves in Malibu. They went 16-13 last year1 
team, Brovelli's eighth at USO, and Davis was .only a but have a veteran front line returning, and four starters 
part-time starter. In the Alberta gamf, the other guard altogether. The Aztecs have only ~wo players taller than 
was 6-4 Blll Penfold, 6-6 Mike Whitmarsh played forward 6,0, and no guards taller than 5-8. 
and ~8 Dave Mciver Wf!S the center. The second Aztec rQad game js in Ogden, Utah, against , 
, The l'.'alcons, 8-19 overall and 3-13.Ul the WAC last year, · . Weber State. The Lady Wildca~ have all five, starters 
lost three ~rters but have second-team all-WAC selec-· . back from last year's team, which won the now-defunct 
tion Rick Simmons treturning. Simmons, a 6-4 forward, . Jntermountain Conference-with an 18-13 record: . 
;, averaged 14.3 points per game. · · 
. This game figures to be one matching teams of similar 
: styles. USP is counting on added quickness to help pick up 
its tempo~ year, but bQth-teams will wait for the right 
shot: · . · 
The Toreros' next game is at 7:30 p.m. Monday at the 
Sports Center against Nof1hern Arizona Upiversity .. 
Friday, November 26, 1982 THE SAN DIEGO UNION C-7 
USO OPENS TOMORROW NIGHT VS. AIR FORCE 
Growp-Up Whitmcirsh Couhted On To Carry 
By BILL FINLEY · 1 J II said. "He shoots weU,lrebounds well, gets up ~nd down 
Staff Writtr, TIii SGII Dit90 Union 1• • the floor well. He's a heckuva player; we feel fortunate to 
. It would ~ stretching a point to suggest anyqne ever have him." 
kicked sand m the face of '4ike Whitmarsh. The Toreros might not• have had Whitmarsh if tie had He seldom missed a meal. . developed in the normal fashion. As a ~-11, 150-pound 
. Still, the "befores" and "afters" from the Whitmarsh guard at Monte Vista, Whitmarsh spent. most of his time 
scrapbO?k ~ould make an interesting portfolio. · on the Monarch bench. 
As a Junior .at Monte Vista High, Whitmarsh stood 5. "'-"" .... ~;,.• • "I sometimes got in at the end of lopsided games, but foot-ll and weighed 150 pounds. Again a junior, this time ·"-"""'- ~• really, I hardly got to play at all," he recalled yesterday. 
at USD, he now goes 6-6 ahd 200, and upon his newly -. "_........ ,.•,,a,,""""- "It was kinda embarrassing, because Rusty had been such 
~rown _shoulders the Torero basketball team will be plac- a big star there." 
mg a stzable burden this winter. So skeptical was Whitmarsh about hi~ career in basket-
Toreros 
The starting center and both starting forwards from ball he turned out for the tennis team at the end of his 
last year's c}ub were seniors. USD wiJ) be relying heavily junior season. He had some success, too. He reached the 
upon newcomers to replace them, an·d Coach Jim Brovelli semifinals of the Grossmont League championships be-
will be relying on po one more heavily than Whitmarsh fore losing to Jim Turner of Helix. ' · 
w~e: the 1982-83 season opens tomorrow night against In tennis, Whitmarsh was big enough to rush the net. Air . orce. Soon, he was big enough to rush the net on a basketball 
, A transf~r from Grossmont College, he is the brother of , coul't as well~ · , Rusty Whitmarsh, a three-year regular who graduated Between March and November of his 17th year, Whit-
. from USD last spring Rusty was a star. Brovelli hopes it marsh grew six inches. As a 6-5 forward instead of a 5-11 runs in the family. . , guard, his game came together. 
"Mike's ~ot the kind of guy who's going to come in and Basketball coach Jim Brovelli is counting "I kept most of my quickness," he explained, ".and the 
score 30 pomts a game for us, but he'll be in the teens and on Mike Whitmarsh to lead the young other skills I'd developed as a guard really helped me 
he'll do all the things we ask our guys to do h~re," Brovel- Toreros. when I got bigger. Once I grew a. little, things fell into , place pretty quick. t' · 
. . Whitmarsh averag~~ 15 'pQints and eight rebounds a 
,~•,me and led Monte Vista ·to the semifinals of the CIF 
, aayoffs. He was named the Grossmont League's player 
w-' the year. Still, he was not recruited. 
at "Mike's the classic late-bloomer," Brovelli said. "If 
~
'ou're not on a recruit.ing list before the start of your 
,t nior year, you're not going to get much attention. He 
~• asn't and I guess he didn't, but you could see he was 
{ going to be a player." 
Last year at Grossmont College, Whitmarsh averaged 
18.5 points and 7.7 rebounds a game. He shot 62 ·percent 
from the field. He finished second in the balloting for 
South Coast Conference player of the year behind Chris 
Beasley of Orange Coast. Beasley, who averaged 24 points 
a game, is now at Arizona State. 
Whitmarsh, to no one's surprise, chose USD over Cali-
fornia and UC-Santa Barbara. 
"Deep down I've always wanted to come here," he said. 
"I didn't want to leave San Diego, I knew Rusty had 
enjoyed his four years here, and Coach Brovelli's about as 
classy as they come. It was an easy choice, really. It was 
no choice at ·all." 
Whitmarsh admits the comparisons between him and 
Rusty are inevitable - "There's a certain amount of 
pressure being his little brother," Mike said, "and even at 
USD, people probably expect me to be good because of _ 
my name" - but he will not be party to it. 
"We're different kinds of players," Whitmarsh said. 
"He's a 6-3 guard who may be the best defensive player 
I've ever seen. I'm a 6-6 forward who likes mixing it up 
inside. He's a good player; he's proven it. I haven't proven 
much of anything yet." 
Three of USD's starters will be making their first ap-
pearance in Torero uniforms hete Saturday night. Dave 
Mciver, a 6-8 transfer from Cypress College, will join 
Whitmarsh at forward. Glendale College transfer Bill 
Penfold (6-4) will be a starter at guard. 
Mciver averaged 15.5 points and 7.5 rebounds a game 
last season. Penfold averaged 12.2 and 7.2, respectively, at 
Glendale. 
Three freshmen could also figure in USD's upcoming 
season. Mario Coronado (6-8) comes to Alcala Park from 
Salpointe Catholic High in Tucson, Ariz., where he shot 68 
percent from the field and averaged 21.2 points a game. 
Mike Davis (6-9) averaged 23 points.and 14.5 rebounds a 
game last winter at Chico High. Joe Fish (6-9) is a gradu-
ate of Serra High. 
Brovelli has decided to redshirt 6-7 forward Brian 
Setencich, a transfer from Fresno City College. 
In another development, former Bonita Vista High star ~ 
Jon Freeman has left USD and enrolled at Southwestern 
College. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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USD Five To Meet Falcons 
There is, at the University of San Diego, a desk that 
belongs to basketball coach Jim Brovelli. . 
In -it, there is an envelope, and in it is a sheet of paper 
that must surely intrigue those who follow ~e Toreros. 
Each year at this time, Brovelli commits to writing the 
record he feels bis team will have at season's end. And 
seldom, be admits, bas that task been more difficult than 
it was this week. . 
USO, which will open the 1982-83 season tonight by 
meeting Air Force at 7:30 in the Sports Center, is a hard 
team to figure. 
On one hand, the Toreros have lost four starters from 
the club that last season finished 11-15. 
· On .the other, USO bad perhaps its best recruiting year 
eyer. 
Brovelli isn't saying where be believes the Toreros will 
' finish - contents of his envelope are top ~ret, he says 
- but he is obviously optimistic. 
· "With six new players, three in the starting lineup, 
we've got to learn how to play together," be said. "But, 
when we do, we think we should have a pretty good team . . 
Our goal .is to improve the record we bad last year, and 
we think we can." 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
NOV 2 'l 1982 
~SD in B~sketball Opener T onigh~ i 
From a Times Staff Writer 
SAN DIEGO-The University of San Diego opens fts
 
basketball season by playing host to the Air Force 
~~demy at 7:30 t.onight at the USD Sports Center. U
SO 
f1rushed 11-15 last season while starting three senio
rs 
The only returning starters are center Robby Robe
,u; 
and guard Rich Davis. • 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Works- of Mexican "botanist Jose-Mariano Mocino show palnstakingdevbtibn~to detail: 
\ 
· .Prized MocinO Paintings ·studied 
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR 
Education Writer, TIie SOIi Diego Union 
In 1820, · Mexican botanist Jose 
Mariano Mocino had been forgiven 
by the Spanish king for allegedly col-
laborating with the French, and was 
making his way slowly back from 
Geneva to Madrid. 
But he never made it. Mocino -
one of the greatest chroniclers of 
plants, bird and animal life in early 
Mexico and California - died in Bar-
celona and never reached Madrid. 
' And that would probably -have 
been the end of that, except for a 
large box of over 2,000 paintings that 
Mocino had painstakingly collected, 
illustrating his studies of the won-
ders in the New World' of th~ late 
1700s, and the determination of a 
University of San Diego history pro-
fessor that his efforts should not lan-
guish in obscurity. 
Dr. Iris H.W. Engstrand of USD is 
' one of the few historians in the world more than 2,000 meticulously drawn 
with a special interest in the exten- color art works dropped from sight. 
sive scientific expeditions sent out by More than 100 years later, two 
Spain to the Americas in the late small , boys came upon some old 
1700s. books in their grandfather's library 
They were remarkable expedi- and the first seed of rediscovery was 
tions, ranging from Peru to Alaska, sown. 
but much of the work was ignored as But it was almost another 60 years 
Spain of the 18th and 19th centuries before those two boys, now grand-
erupted 'in political turmoil. parents themselves, remembered 
Mocino was a victim of that tur- those books of color pictures and re-
moil. After years of painstaking a~ed they might be of value. 
work in the emerging'New World, he Mocino's old paintings had been 
returned to Spain, not to acclaim, but rediscovered, and Engstrand calls it 
to social upheaval which ultimately a "magnificent collection." 
dro.ve him from the country. . . She first learned about the missing 
But he always kept his beloved 'paintings dll!ing a year's research in 
pictures with him. Madrid and Geneva in 1960, but 
He had pushed his prized paintings found the Spanish authorities to be 
halfway across Spain on a handcart, "surprisingly 'uninterested in them." 
protected them from ungrateful They were ultimately acquired by 
Spanish rulers, and saved them from the Hunt Institute of Botanical Docu-
an angered Spanish people who sent · mentation at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
him to work on a chain gang. ' versity in Pittsburgh, Pa.; where 
But when he died in Barcelona, the (Continued on B-2, Col. '1) 
I 
-I. • • 
flRDS, PLANTS, ANIMAL LIFE 
, Prized Paintings Of Mexican 
· Botanist Jos·e Mocino Studied 
~ (Continued from B-1) 
'Engstrand is now studying them. 
"We expect to find drawings of 
birds, animals, fish and flowers that 
m~y well now be extinct," said Eng-
stt!lnd. 
~pert botanists and biologists say 
thr'.'drawings are detailed down to 
the- last fish spine and bird feather, 
and are of almost photographic qual-
ity,.Jihe said. 
Mocino was born in Temascal-
te~. Mexico, and was in the class of 
'St""- that is 1789 - at the university 
injltfexico City, ultimately becoming 
a a&:tor and professor of theology. 
tf was a time when the nations of 
E~bpe were cooperating in scientif-
ici entures while their armies fought 
wars and their politicians waged bit-
ter conflicts between themselves. 
Like a forerunner of today's joint ,. 
~ 
scientific ventures in space, Britain's 
Captain Cook ·observed the 1769 
transit of Venus from Tahiti, while 
the French and Spanish watched it 
from Baja California. 
Scientists ranged from Peru to 
Alaska in one of the world's greatest 
studies of natural life, and Mocino 
was in the forefront. 
· But while he trekked the moun-
tains and deserts, Europe was in tur-
moil. As the new century dawned,. 
Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Spain 
and put his brother Joseph on the 
throne, and Joseph encouraged scien-
tific discovery. 
· "Not unlike today, scientists often 
transcend politics, and work togeth-
er, even with unfriendly govern-= 
ments, and so it was with Mocino 
who was appointed director of -the 
Royal Museum of Natural History by 
Joseph," said Engstrand. 
But when the Spanish people rose \ 
and ·threw the French out, Mocino's i 
willingness to work under Joseph 13(►-. I 
naparte was seen .as collaboration 
wit~ the enemy, and he was put in 
chains with other scientists and led · 
off to prison. . 
It was a French general that came 
upon the group and set them free. 
Mocino fled quickly to Madrid to col-
lect a few treasured possessions, in-· 
eluding his drawings and paintings, 
which he threw in a handcart and, 
pushed it towards the French border. 
But another French officer seized 
the cart, leaving Mociho clutching · 
. only the paintings, which be ulti-
mately carried to Geneva.. 
It was 1817 before Mocino was in-
vited back to Spain on _the journey be 
never completed. 
He died in Barcelona and was bur-
ied in the parish church cemetery of 
St. James. But what happened to his 
personal effects and paintings, no-
body knew. · ' 
In the 1880s, an unrecognized col- , 
lection of books, writings and paint- ' 
ings passed into the hands of the 
Tomer family of Barcelona. . 
It passed to a brother, and ulti-
mately to Jaime and Luis Tomer 
Pannochia, the brothers who late. in 
life, remembered the pretty pictures 
thay had frequently leafed through in 
their grandfather's library,, and the 
invaluable treasure came back to the 
light. . 
But the Spaniards of Barcelona 
and the Spaniards of Madrid have a 
long-standing feud, and the Barcelo-
na family was not anxious t9 see the 
collection go to Madrid. . 
.Thus, it found its way to Pittsburgh 
and the scrutiny of Engstrand 
The USD · historian already bas 
written seven books of the Spanish 
scientific explorations of the New 
World ·in addition to many popular . 
and respected history books on .San 
Diego and Califon;ria .. 
Other historians have paid scant 
attention to what she calls the "truly 
remarkable scientific work of the 
Spaniards in the late 18th and early 
19th centuries," this newly-found col-
lection of paintings, "at;~ts to the 
brilliance of their work, 1tshe said. · 
( 
Like Its Shots, USD Comes Up Short . - , 
BymtLFINLEY 
Slaff Writer, TIie.San Diego Union 
The rings that are attached to the backboards at the 
USO Sports Center appear to be the usual size, they look 
legit, but the University of San Diego made them seem 
more like Dixie Cups last night. 
The Toreros could net only 19 of their 51 shots from the 
field. This computes to 37 percent, a figure that is particu-
larly dismal for a team playing at h'ome, and largely a,s a 
result ·the San Diegans were beaten by Air Force 49-47 in 
a basketball game played before 500 fans. 
"li we can't shoot the ball, we're in big trouble," USO 
coach Jim Brovelli admitted, and this became obvious 
last night. ' ' · 
The Toreros are not big enough or quick enough to 
overcome poor shooting from the floor and one CQ.l!i 
stretch proved particularly damaging against Air Force. 
In the first 5½ minutes of the second half, USb went O for 
6. Its first second-half points came when freshman center 
Mike Davis got credit for a hoop on a goal-tending call at 
14:23. By this juncture, Air Force had stretched a one-
point lead to eight, and the Tor:eros were forced to play 
catchup the rest of the way. 
They got close in the concluding moments. A driving 
layup by guard Rich Davis trimmed the Air Force lead to 
49-47 with 18 seconds to go, and Falcon guard Irwin Wash-
ington missed the first free throw in a one-and-one situa-
tion at :10. This gave USO one last chance to send the 
game into overtime, but Rieb Davis missed a 23-footer at 
the horn. 
'
1I don't know if it was first-game jitters or what, but 
we-played very tentative most of the game," Brovelli 
said. "When you're tentative, it hurts you in all areas. It 
hurts your shooting, your rebounding, your defense. In 
ant case, we couldn't get aqytbing going at either end 9f 
the floor tonight. We kept running guys out there, hoping 
somebody would catch fire, and nobody ever did." 
Air Force, 2-0 after beating United States International 
University and USO the last two days, was led by forward 
Rick Simmons. Simmons, who was named to the all-West-
-ern At~letic Conference second team last season, scored 
22 points and .collected nine rebounds. 
. Rich Davis led the Toreros-with 10 points. Mike Whit-
marsh contributed nine. Mike Davis and forward Anthony 
Re_uss, a sophomore from Christian High, had seven apiece. 
H-2 THE SAN ,DIEGO UNION 
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~ con Pete McCaffrey tries to grab ball and avoid stepping on teammate Tim ~ewis. 
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~uso· Is Beateri 
~ ' 
~by Air Force 
By STEVE DOLAN, 7"ma Staff Writer 
. __ SAN DIEGO-What looked.for certain to be a lost 
ause nearly turned into a miraculous comeback for the 
:University of San Diego basketball ·· team Saturday 
~ight. · 
:· Down by eight points with 42 seconds remalning, the 
~orel'08 put on a. fast fuiish before losing to the .Mr 
;'orce Academy, 49-47, in ' their season opener. Air 
~orce had won its opener in overtime against U.S. In-
~mational University Friday night.. · ·.-
"• .. : The game came down to a 1inal shot by -USD's Rich 
:Davis with one second remaining. From 25 feet out, Da-
Sis fell short of sending the game into overtime. · ' 
-~ By finishing in a flurry, the Toreros were able to-at 
~ast take some consolation in the .loss. Belore the final 
~nute of play, they had been through more than their 
~hare of lulls. : . . 1 
•• ''At the end, we were more on our toes than our . 
,ieels," Coach Jim Brovelli said · "H we -learned ~-
3hing, it was that you can't sit back. We try to get 86me-
jbing positive out of every game. That was our lesson 
1Dnighl" ' . 
;: Until ,the final minute, the g8J!)e had gone along at a 
'finail's pace. It figured to be that way, however, since 
~th teams have deliberate styles. . - · , 
_;. The problem .with USD was that it played perhaps too 
:cteliberately. The Toreros were held scoreless J.he first 
~:37 of the second half and 0later went-through another 
)!pell of,llot.scoring for 5:14. .· -~ , . ~ 
: : "We have six new ~le. an~_~ - not_coordtnated 
,:iight now -as a team," Brovelll said '1We played ~al 
~ntative for most of the game. We learned that _you 
~•t wait for things to hagpen. H you wait for things to 
Miapperi, the only things th°ia happen will be ba4 We just 
~tood around loom~"- · , 
"'~ Rick Simmons of Air Force seemed to'be one of few 
~en in motion on the floor, scoring a game-high ·22 
;points. He scored 15 the first half while leading the Fal-
:COns to a 24-23 advantage. · • · • . 
~~ Air Force had taken a 17-10 lead 11½ minutes into 
:tne game as Simmons acored eight quick points. USD 
;scored the next six points but was never again to take 
<helead . . ·. . . 
:: At the outset of the second half, the Falcons scored 
seven points before USD responded Freshman center 
'Mike Davis linally scored on a goaltending play for the 
Toreros with 14.23 remaining; . 
: USO event-ually cut its deficit \o 36-33 on a Brian Se-
tencish basket with 9:~ to play. The '.l'oreros did not 
{!Core again until a field _goal by Rich Davis made the 
score 41-35 with 4:16 remaining. · . -
: Air Force eventually took what appeared to 'be a 
-comfortable 49-41 lead with (2 seconds left. John Prun-
~Y scored on USD's next possession, then Mike Wbit-
;inarsh intercepted the inbounds pass and conneeted 
•with 25 seconds to play, cu~ting the score to 49-45. 
:: Mike Edwards of Air Force missed a one-and-one 
:free throw one second later and Mike Davis rebounded 
:!l,ich Davis (no relation tQ Mike) tallied a lay-up with 18 
~econds unplayed Erwin Washington of Air Force 
~ed a one-and-one free shot eight seconds later, en-
j bling USO to have one last gasp. · . 
"A 
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Griffins and 
USD defeated 
Basketball teams of 
Grossmont College and the 
University of San Diego will 
, attempt to rebound from 
weekend losses this ' week. 
The Griffins, who dropped a 
non-conference decision to 
Arizona Western 80-71 Sat-
urday in Yuma, travel to 
Palm Desert to meet Col-
lege of the Desert Wednes-
day night. 
USO, fresh off a 49-47 loss 
·to Air Force , hosts 
Northern Arizona tonight at 
7:30. Mike Whitmarsh had 
tiine points and Anthony 
: Ruess contributed· seven 
points and six rebounds 
coming off the bench for 
USO Saturday. 
Tom Ruetten led the 
Griffins (1-2) with 18 points 
and 10 rebounds Saturday. 
Larry White chipped in 15 
points, eight rebounds and 
five assists. Todd Isem-
. inger had 12 points and 
Xavier Graves netted· 10 in 
, reserve roles. 
Grossmont shot 55 
percent from the floor and 
claimed a 33-24 advantage 
on the boards. But the Grif-
fins were whistled for 24 
fouls to Arizona Western's 
12. Western held a 16-9 scor-
ing edge from the free-
throw line. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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USD AT HOME - University of San Oiego, a loser 49-
47 to Air ·Force in its season debut Saturday night, takes 
on Northern Arizona at 7:30 tonight in the USO gym. In 
other basketball games over the weekend, the University 
of Kansas whipped U. S. International University 91-74 in 
Lawrence, Kan., and Point Loma College lost to Bethany 
Nazarene 82-71 at Bethany, Okla. · 
On the home front, community college action saw Mesa 
whip Orange Coast 72-59 and Camp Pendleton win the San 
Diego City College Holiday Classic with a 109-105 con-
quest of Los Angeles Southwest. The host Knights lost the 
third-place game to L.A. Trade Tech 84-76. 
( 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
NOV.2 8 19R 
Spinoffs 
University of San Diego Auxiliary will wel-
. come 77 new members at a luncheon Wednes-
day at Cafe del Rey Moro, Balboa Park. The 
social hour will begin at 11 a.m. Patty Edwards 
will present a check for $13,500 - proceeds 
from the recent fashion show - for student , 
financial aid at USD. Following lunch, they will 
go to the "Celebrate the Holidays" exhibit -at 
Casa de Balboa. 
SENTINEL 
NO~ .1982 - +-i-J . .~-- -
FR. NICOLAS Reveles will play in concert Tuesday, at 8 p.m. in the University of San Diego's Camino, Theater. Reveles, a USD fine -arts dep~t faculty member, will play "Partita No. 5 in G major,'' by J.S. Bach; ''Sonata in B minor,'' by Liszt; "Sonata Opus 110 in A flat major," by· -Beethoven, and "Sonata No. 8 in B flat major," by Prokofiev. 
I I ' 
( 
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.. Founden G.Utry: "A Pasalon for. Detall: Sculpture From the Grend 
Tour," through Oec,·9. Untl.Wlllty'Of Sarr Diego, Weekdays, noon to 5 
· · r.,.m.; Wednesdays to 9 p.m: • 
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County Choial Concerts Herald the 
· By KENNETH HERMAN . ' 
From a massive Messiah lingaloi:ig at the 
Civic Theatre to an evening of medieval 
Renaissance ~oteta, San DieJana have a s 
Christmas choral concerts from which to ch 
No season la more hospitable!'° tbe medium. I • 
This 1,ear, San Diegans not ~lily have the op ~unitY. 
to hear fine, performances, but \wo "Messiah : sing~-
longs will let them drop in -,core in h .... and 
participate in tlle music-making.For sheer size nothing 
equals the San DiegQ Master Chorale's " essiah'1 
singalong next Sunday ·at the Civic Thea~; With · 
orchestra and the Master Chorale, as well as ~e 3,000 
voices assembled in the theater, conductor_1Charles 




Solo arias will be sung by soprano Anna Djarnson-
Canon, alt.Q Paula Chastain, tenor James Flynn and bass 
Cleve Genzllnger. The program begins at 7 p.m, Doors 
will open an hour earlier since there is no reserved 
seating. l 
. . 
, ' . I 
'~ ... the · "Christmas Oratorio" la by far the m~t \I ----------
•grandiose Baroque Christmas offering, nc;>t only in ~pe. 1 
but in its brilliant and colorful orchestration. · H · 1 ~d . 1 
The Early !4usic Ensemble, San Diego's premiere O 1 ays 
, performers of early music, will give its Christmas · 
program twiee, first at St. Brigid's Roman Catholic · • · 
Ch\lrch in Pacific Beach at 7:30 p.m. next Sunday and · 
ag;ain at 8 p.m . . Dec. 16 at the 4 Jolla Congl'.egational 
Church. ¥edieval English carols, motets by Sweelinck 
flld Dufay, as well as early_Baroque works by Schein 
and Marenpo will be sung ' by this five-voic:e virtuoso 
ensemble. . 
. Coller• Prq,rama 
Although university campuses are the . scenes of 
frantic end-of.1semester activity, they still find time for 
musical celebration. San Diego State University Prof. 
Frank Almond will lead the Aztec Concert Choir and 
• I 
The following Saturday, Dec. 11, a more ! piodest 
Messiah singalong will be held at Sl James-by-~e-Seft 
Epsicopal Church in La Jolla. u.nde, the auspic~ of the 
La Jolla Civic University Symphony Orchestra. tJC San 
Diego music professor Thomas Nee will conduct the 
orchests:a, chorus and audience in this 3 p.m.!perfor-
mance. · ; · 1 
al • . 
Chamber Singers at ~ p.nt Dec. 10 in a prygr~ I 
featuring Daniel Pinkh~'s contemporary Christnlalf 'j 
Baeh Cutatu Cantata for chorus and b~ass choirs. In addition to the 
For a more traditional .music program, the chmplete Pinkhaa, traditional Spanish carols and American-
"Chri tmas Orato • " b J.S Ba h. will be ed spirituals, Almond will conduct San Die,o composer . 8 • no Y • . c present as Keith Heldman's "Lo, the Newborn King of Glory" in a 
~e (l:nal ?ffenng of ~e San Diego Bach Festival ,~t the · premiere perfotmance. : , 
F'irst Uruted Methodilt Ch~h at 6 p.m. in Missi~n / 'This program, art of the university's Friday Night 
Valley next Sunday. Music p;rector Robert~ will Concert'·Series, will be given in the Smith Recital Hall of 
conduct both the church s •~ce~ Chou- and the the Music Building. , _ 
Masterwork Cho~e, a~ut 120 voices, as well as / At the University of San Diego, the USO Choir und~r 
)rchestra and aolOtSts in this performance. 
1 
• • the direction qf Father Nicolas Reveles will present ftl! 
The Chriatmu Oratorio is aciually a composite of six Christmas offel,'ing Dec. 10, 11 at 18 p.m. in the ~hool's 
lndividual canj.a~ Bach composed for all of the Camino Theatre. Michael Haydn's "Run Ye Shep.herds" 
1estiv~ from Chriatmas Day through N:ew Year's DaJr' and Dietrich Buxtehude', "In Dulci Jubilo" will ~ 
md Epiphany. · among the anthems and carol settings on the program. 
Although less frequenUy performed than the "Messi Another J. S. Bach work, the '.Advent cantata 
. . 
( 
"Wachet Auf," will be performed in German by the 
,:trst Unitarian Chorus at 4130 p.m, Dec. 12 in that 
~~urch's auditorium. Soloists Ruth Dixon, Vicki Ratelle 
~and John ,Stephen Hubbard, as well as a chamber 
· orchestra. will be conducted by cho~ director Dan 
~. rtelle. I • 
Id Williams' Work -
ta Ralph Vaughan Williams' Romantic tapestry "Bodie" 
~• · be presented at 7 p.m .. Dec .. 12 in the Sacred Music 
' eries of the La Jolla Presbyterian -Church. Minister -of 
~ usic L. Robert Slusser will direct his 90-voice Chancel 
Choir with orchestra and soloists in this traditional 
musical melange of carols and narration. 
A program that -is actually a service based on 
19th-Century English cathedral tradition is "Christmas 
Lessons and Carols," to be sung at St. P.aul's Episcopal 
Church' in San. Diego, at 5 p.m.. Dec. 19. That unique 
English sound of men and boy's voices renders with • 
ethereal serenity the medieval carols and Renaissance 
motets that intersperse the readings of the service. The 
St. Paul Choristers are directed by org,nist-choirmaster 
F.dgar-Billups. - . · ,. \ 
For the musical purist, St. Paul's Parish Choir and 
1 Orchestra will give the complete Handel's "Messiah" 
with · original instrumentation at 7 p.m. on Jan. 2. 
Director Billups -chose not to present the favorite 
oratorio before Christmas, but during the traditional 
season from Christmas Day to Epiphany, those 12 days 
of Christmas celebrated in the work. 
Orifinal Score 
Billups will use what ·musicians call. the Urle:rt~ or , 
9riginal score, including many of l]le variant versions of . 
arias and choruses left out by i9-Centur_y Bandelian 
traditions of performance . . In addition .to ·the usual' 
· complement of soloists, Billup'-s Messiah will feature 
countert~nor Tom Hodge in many of the arias sung by 
f an alto in modern performance. • . 
Vocalists .joining Hodge in this performance will be 
soprano Marg~ Osgood, alto Katherine Bjornson, tenor 
I John Peeling and bass Philipp Larson. Anthony P.orto of 
the Grossmont Gollege music faculty is Billups' concert-
master. - .. ._ 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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'Third Age' program 
sGheduled Jan. 6-20 
University of the Third Age, a special educational pro-
gram designed for people older than 55, will be Jan. 6-20 
at the University of San Diego. . . 
'The curriculum for the fourth annual event will cover a 
range of topics, said Mal Rafferty, director of continuing 
education at USD. 
-Subjects will include ''Young and Old Together: A New I 
Curriculum," discussed by Rita King of the San 'Diego 
Cdu.nty Schools; "What's in a Handwriting?," with gra-
pliHlogist Jean McGuinness; "Karl Marx and Leo XIII," 
wttb 1USD political science professor John Chambers; and 
''Television and Politics: Who Is Kidding Whom?," with 
James Hottoiss, USD associate professor of political sci-
enie:" . . , 
~Among the religious topics to be discussed are "Women 
itrtbe Pulpit! What's This World Coming To?," with Rabbi 
Lenore Bohm of Temple Beth lsraei "Preserving Relig-
. ious Freedom," with Dr. Charles Ballinger of the Ameri-
cans' for Separation of Church and State; and "Religion: A 
Ctilinging Face in San Diego," •with the Rev. James 
Mistiler of the San Diego Ecumenical Conference. 
Classes will be Monday through Thursday from 8:30 
am. to 11:38 a.m. Each day will begin with an hour of 
\
, physical exerci$e at the USD Sports Center, Rafferty sairf 
Tilition is $35. 
. "Participants must be able to provide their owr 
portation to the campus daily, Rafferty said. 
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Northern Arizona 
Visits USO_ Tonight 
The University of San Diego lost its opening basketball 
game of the season Saturday night, it bowed to Air Force 
49-47, but Torero coach Jim Brovelli still is hoping that 
tonight his team can pick up where it left off. 
In the last minute Saturday, USO outscored the Falcons 
8-2. n almost sent the game into overtime. This last-
second flurry fell short, but Brovelli hopes the experience 
will benefit a Torero club that tonight plays host to 
Northern Arizona in a 7:30 game at the Sports· Center on 
campus. 
"At the end, we were on .our toes instead of our heels," 
Brovelli said of the Air Force game, "and we almost got 
'em. H we'd gotten aggressive sooner, we would have won 
the game. Until the last minute, we were sitting back and 
waiting for things to happen. We've got to start making 
things happen out there." 
· A play~r to watch tonight will be USD's freshman cen-
ter, Mike Davis. The 6-foot-10 newcomer came from the 
bench Saturday night to score seven points and grab five 
rebounds. 
Sophomore Anthony Reuss from Christian High also 
played well,•scoring seven points and collecting six re-
bounds. 
USO, 0-1, will continue its season Wednesday night at 
UC-Irvine. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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, aeros Play Northern Arizona . 
,tom a Time, Staff w,.uJ. .: t. 
SAN DIEGO-The unJersity of San .Diego, comi g / 
off a season-opening b~iketball loss, will attempt / rebound against Norther Arizona at 7:30 tonight a~ e 
USD Sports Center. 
The Toreros fetl sho of the Air Force Acadij 
Saturday night, 49-47, espite acoring ,6_ unansw«:1' 
points the final 42· secon,S. One of the bnght spots f . 
USD was freshman cen~r Mike Davis, wJio may · · 
become.a starter. 1 _ 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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... ,, · . . 
·~ or.eros ~core 
•:2:~-7 4 Vic~ory• 
~ ·2 Overtimes 
~.. • - J . . 
~ STEVE DO~, ~~,'S~lf Writer .· •. J,\i-- ,. . . . 
: : Problems From the Line~ ' ,. 
DIEGO-There was so much suspense Monday · The Toreros hurt-themselves-in the first overtime by 
at the University of Sari Diego that a Hollyw<>C?d ~ • Ing the front end of five one-and-one free-throw 
couldn't have come up with a better script .;situations. They were just 2 of 6 from the line in the sec-
-the end, USO prevailed over Northern •Arimna in ~' Qnd overtime. / · 
~ dii#>le overtime, 76-7.f, on a rebound shot by Robby ( ,. Northern Ariwna had built a 73-701ead with 2::f.f to 
.~rts with four seconds to play. . . · : :Plai_ ln the second overtime. Roberts scored a field goal 
~ ~• i the real story of the game was a comeback by the ,.,~a one of two free throws the next 32 seconds, pulling 
=" Toreros, who raised their record to 1-1.' · J. •the Toreros within two points. 1 ' 
; ~~ '1ltth .f:.f4 remaining in regulation;USD.trailed, 52-39.· i'' ""· After the teams exchanged free throws, .Prunty tied 
•~_The"'Toreros were even behind by eight· with 1:47 to ·,Jhe score at 74 with ll field goal 1:09 before the final buz-
~~lay,.put the word quit was nofin their game plan. They 14er. On Northern Arizona's next possession, It turned 
· -~1 tied the game at' 6l~i>l cin Don Capener's 18-foot ' ... ;tbe ball .over with 5o seconds left when Andy Hurd in-
. Bl!')~!fiith 15 seconds to play. · , · ;advertenUy stepped out-of-bounds. • 
'~-. Tli~ , Gotta Bell '{.'USO then set up a 15-foot baseline shot by Prunty, 
. ., 7 v~ • eve . . · · , which hit the rim and missed. Roberts rebounded, then 
. . .,§ometimes, _guys start wai~ ~';!-things_ to h~ ·::;;tpllowed through with the game-winning basket . 
t .• you)lavealotofnewplayel'll1 CoachJunBroyel- : .,· Tl(e Toreros ltit 43% from the floor Northern Ariw--t.- _ '~ ''TI!eY have to~ belie~g. in themaelves..In ;J_ia 53%; USO led in rebounds, 38-27, ~ }wberts had 21. 
A:.- . e, our players started believmg they oould do Seven players fouled out...:..four from Northern Ariw-,,..,, . 't~,,. ., 
, · • . ' · ·: il and three from USO . . ' • not for:.John Prunty, the Toreros never would have · 
{f -~ it to overtime. Prunty scored six points the final 
iiregulatjon .. USD made its surprising oo-, that time, it looked like a carbon copy of USD's . -opening loss to the Air Force Academy. The 
•,;dJ.' ,.. had trailed _that game by eight points with 42 
(- ,eco~ re~. then ultimately fell two pol:Dts 
.. ~hortii . . . . . 
:_ • ~Y and Roberts were to be the difference against 
!~, orthem Arizona, tying for the team-lead with 16 
(,points. Prunty·scored 10 of ~is points in the· final 11:.f5. 
{',__.-J .t~ty ·brought us back," Brovelli said. "He was_ 
~ reat off the bench. He started to take charge." · 
r'!. In the f~ overtime, USO took charge by building a 
~ ve-point-lead wjth 38 seconds remaining. However, 
;;~ e'L~berjacks were to tie the game, 68-68, on a.-leff 
· ~ A It.man basket with !three secon$ remaining. · 
( 
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Vista Judge Ramirez 
hono,,d by ·a1u,m.n~ ·: 
VISTA - Municipal Judge Victor Ramirez has 
been named "outstanding jurist" by the Law Alumni 
As.wciation of the University of San Diego. . 
Ramirez was .appointed to the bench ih August, 
- 1980 and was as.ggned to the North County Municipal 
Court in Vista. He will sit in the Escondido· court-
ltouse next year. •. . 
He graduated from the University of San Oiego 
O>llege of .Law in 1973 and practiced law in Escon-
diao. 
Ramirez received his honor Nov. 19 at the 1982 
distinguished alumni ba11quet in San Diego. Three 
outstanding alumni are honored each year in the 
fields of business/educator, practitioner and jurist. 
. Ramirez lives in Escondido with his wife, Linda, 
and children, Barbara and Christopher. · 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
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••• 
Judge Victor E. Ramirez of 
· · North C.ounty Municipal C,ourt was 
honored as "outstanding jurist" by 
the Law Alumni Assn. of the 
University of San Diego ·at •its 1982 
distinguished alumni banquet in the 
Kona Kai Club. Ramirez. a 1978 
-. . 
: graduate of the USO C,oIJege of Law, 
was appointed to the bench in 1980 
, and has been assigned to Division 
Two of the North C,ounty 6ourt in 
Vista since last January. He will be 
assigned to the court's Escondido ' 
facility from January through June .. 
next year. Also honored were. 
Robert F. Adelizzi, who received th~ ~ 
outstanding business/educator~ 
award and Thomas H. Ault, named·: 
outstanding practitioner of the year:,; 
• • • 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT ' 
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A companion of U.S. anJ 
Japanese corporate performance, 
· through financial analysis, will be 
presented by Prof. Hiroyuki Itami, 
distinguished international visiting 
professor of the American Ac-. 
counting Assn., at the University of 
San Diego, Nov, 29 at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Hahn School of Nursing at USD. 
The program is scheduled because of 
the .high interest in Japan~ 
management style, which sup-
posedly is more effective than 
traditional American management 
technique. Itami compared three 
companies from each country to find 
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SEMINAR: .Microcomputer Use m 
Libracy Applicatio~s 
. DATE: Dec. 4 
TIME: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
LOCATION: USD 
FEE: $50 
SPONSOR: USD School of Continu-
ing Education 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
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I 
_: Qriental Art, Exhibit; . Sale ·:set 
-· . . . 
sd ''rnifoo - An Or- pieces .of original ·art froin 
ientaLart,~hibition and sale Japan, China, India, Tibet 
will ll~ ,. b~ld at the Un- and Thailand. 
iversi{)l I o$ .San Diego Wed- The works of 18th and 19th 
nesdayrrom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. century artists such as 
in the ~'g;,maers Hall foyer. · Hiroshige; Kuniyoshi and 
The' exii,ibition and sale, Kunisada are included-in the 
presented ba Marson, Ltd. of collection of · Japanese 
BaltilJ.W,Z:.'u ¥ d. includes 800 ~oodcuts, Indian miniature 
paintings and manuscripts.' 
· Modern pieces by 
world-renowned contem-
poraries Saito, Azechi, Mori, 
Katsuda and Maki comprise 
a. group of original wood-
cuts, etchings, lithographs, 
serigraphs and messotints. 
( 
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. BASIC LlB: Dr: Iris Engstrand 
is chairman of the University of 
San Diego history department; 
the seven other professors are 
male. She's been reappointed for 
each of the past five .years, ex-
cept for her sabbatical last year . 
during which she wrote and pub-
lished her history of San Diego. "I 
guess since _I'm the only woman,", 
she explains, "I'm the easiest to 
agree on." 
EVENING. TRIBUNE 1 
_fl.OV 3 0 . 1982 .. 
Ramirez named 
Q~tstanding Jurist 
North County Municipal Court 
Judge Victor E. Ramirez has been 
na!]led the Outstanding Jurist ·by the 
Law:Alumni of the University' of San 
Diego . . 
Judge Ramirez, who graduated 
from. the USD's College of Law in 
1913, was appointed to the bench in 
1980 and has served in the Vista Mu-
nieipal Court since January. 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
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USD gains double OT 
win over Lumherjacl{S 
SA.N DIEGO (AP) - Center Robby Roberts scored on 
a layin with four seconds left in the second overtime 
Monday night to give the University of San Diego a 76-74 
non-conference college basketball victory over Northern 
Arizona. • I 
The Toreros had tied the contest at 74 with 1:09 left in 
the second extra period on John Prunty's IO-footer. 
Northern Arizona then turned the ball over, giving San 
Diego time to work the ball into Roberts for the winning 
basket. 
San Diego got a late basket from Don Capener to end 
regulation play knotted at 61. Capener sank a 15-footer 
with 15 seconds left to pull the Toreros even. 
Roberts, who had 21 rebounds, and Prunty scored 16 
points each for San Diego (1-1.). Former Monte Vista 
athlete Mike Whit~arsh scored 11 points for the Toreros. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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Torer·os· fin 
By T.R. Reinman , 
.a Will, 
Trib~Sportswriw , 
As the Toreros bounced· balls off the rim in tbe pre-game warmups la~t 
night, Jim Brovelli squintect and stared out at them, as if be were trying to wil, 
an answer to bis quandary. It didn't look like that approach was working in 
pre-game, or even through the first 35:15 of what turned out to be a SO-minute, 
double-overthne 76-74 University of San Diego win over Northern Arizona 
University. · 
"We've got six new faces out there," explained the bead coach, "and we're 
still looking for the right cb(l!'llistry. It's still early· irJ the season, and we 
haven't wprked under pressure situations, but we've got to find it." 
He found pcessure situations.anyway, and he might baye found some'chem-
istry, too. Take some Prunty, some Roberts and some fpul ,shooting. (if jt's,. 
' ' 
.,, 
T.R. Reinman's College Notepad examines 
I I 
why some bo~ls wound up with turkeys, C-4 
shaky, just add some more) and you've ·got yourself some chemistry. At least 
all you need for NAU. 
Take one John Prunty off the bench and let hiin wing a few up there, for one 
thing. Once be and Dan Capener starting flinging 'em, the Toreros came back 
from a 52-39·sbortfall with 4:45 left in the game, and tied it at 61 with 14 
seconds left in regulation. I 
"I didn't think \\'.e were going to lose with five minutes to go,' said Prunty 
circumspectively, "but I wasn't 100 percent sure we could win, like at the start 
of a game. J just (iglU'ed if somebody didn't do something we'd lose. I figured I 
nµght as well try to start the something." · ' 
, Take one'.Jlobby Roberts, on wbom the r,p .:was bad hands, no foul shot and 
questiQnable enduran~, a_nd have him rip rebound$ and play tough fo the 
second shots. · I 
The Lumberjacks started a front line that went 6-foot-6, 6-7, 6-11, and 
Roberts outplayed all three of them before being rested less than 10 m,inutes 
into th~ game. At that point he had seven rebounds and he erided up with 22. 
And the smaller USDs outrebounded NAU 49-31. With tbfee seconds left in the 
second OT, Prunty heaved one up from the corner, and it was• Roberts' 
rebound and strong followup in traffic that won the.game. ; 





Cootinued From Page C-1 
Take nine more shots at the foul line, 42 
to· NAU's 33, and make two more of them, 
I 24 to 22. That way, .even though you shoot 
43 percent from the floor, you pull it o~t. 
"I think we did learn some things," said 
Brovelli after his team evened its record at 
1-1. "Maybe, most importantly, they 
learned that when they went after it tough, 
they were, good. When you stand aroul)4 
and wait for something to happen to you 
only bad things are going to happen." 
The rumor is that Brovelli is standing 
ilround waiting for the coaching job of the 
allegedly soon-to-be resurrected Universi-
ty of San Francisco basketball program. 
He has coached USO to a 131-107 record in 
his now eight-plus years here, he is an 
alumnus of USF, and lie was recently in-
ducted into its Hall of Fame. 
I "Well," he said with an almost embar-
rassed chuckle, "it's nice to be mentioned 
as a candidate, but first, there's no job 
ther.e and second, i'm happy here. We're in 
a building process, we've got good kids. and 
good support from the schoo~ and it's going 
well." 
! Last year USO lost seven games by a 
total of 28 points. It lost its opener last 
week" to Air Force by two. It won last night 
by t~o in its first double--0vertirne game 
., . 
siµce i losi af USF by &ix last February . . 
"Until we ~rted going for it tonight it 
looked like the same old thirig, ' said Bro-
• velii. "Maybe a 'win like this can help us 
over the hump. I told them at the end of 
regulation we'd come too far to lose it. We 
were up five in the first overtime and 
couldn't make the, front ends of one-and-
ones or we'd Ji.ave ~ced it. Then again, we 
were down foµr in the second OT and didn't 
die. Maybe it's a go(!d sign." 
The best sign of the night was the re-
feree's signal that NAU guard Eric Wade 
had fouled oilt with 1:13 left in the first 
overtipie. He' had a game-high 27 points 
and five steals, but he was the first of four 
L1,1mberjacks ,:to foul out, all. in the over-
tiroes. ' 
From the 4:45 mark, when NAU had its 
52-39 lead, qntil the. end of regulation, 
USO's full-court· pressure and trapping 
half-court zone was effective enough to 
allow the Lumberjacks just nine points, all 
free throws. And what helped start the 
Toreros' streak was Roberts, who shot 43 
percent from the line last year, making I 
four straight free throws. 
In the end,, foul shooting-Prunty-Rob_erts 
was the right chemistry for last night, any-
way. I 
TRAFFIC LIGHT- Rich Davis of USD pulls up in the free-throw lane 
as Northern ~rizona 's Eric Bradley, left, applies defense pressure in 
last night's &sketball game in Torero gym. NA's Terrence Sims 
com~s up, background, to lend support. - Photo by Tony Doubek 
( 
{ 
T orerOs Fell Lumberjacks . . 
In ·rwo Ove·rtimes 76;.74 . ' 
By BILL CENTER 
, . Slaff Writer, TIit San Dietl Union 
. Robbie Roberts $COred a rebound 
basket with four seconds to play last 
night . to give the University of San 
1 Diego a 76-74, double-overtime victo-
ry over Northern Arizona University 
at the USD Sports Center. 
The Toreros had rallied from a 13-
point deficit to tie at 61-61 at the end 
of regulation play on Don Capener's , 
17-foot line-drive jumper. 
Then; after jumping out to a five-
point lead with only 33 seconds left to 
play in the first overti~e, £lie hosts 
saw the Lumberjacks first get a 
three-point play then push the con-
test into a second overtime on Jeff 
Altman's basket with four seconds to 
play. . 
In the second 'overtime, USO 
quickly fell four points behind before 
pulling even on single free throws by 
Capener and Roberts and , tying the 
game at 74-74 on John Prunty's 20-
foot, baseline jumper with 70 seconds 
to play. · 
Northern Arizona was playing for 
the final shot when reserve forward 
Andy Hurd stepped on an out-of-
bounds line to give USD the ball back 
with 30 seconds to play. 
USO was working for the final shot 
and Prunty fired another baseline 
jumper with eight seconds to play. 
The shot was long, but Roberts, a 6-7 
forward, policed the car~m and took 
...L 
it back up for the winning basket. 
"Amazing," USD Coach Jim Br~ 
velli said after the Toreros evened 
their season record at 1~1. 
"I said before the game that I 
.wasn't sure how this was going to go. \ 
We're a young team. I think the new 
guys are waiting for something to 
happen, for someone to take charge. 
'!Prunty. Prunty brought us back. 
Prunty took charge and started b.it-
ting the long shots." 
USD was suffering through its sec-
ond poor shooting night of the young 
season and playing tentative basket-
ball at best when Prunty and Rich 
Davis ignited the game-saving rally. 
The Toreros were down 52-39 with 
only 4:44 to play in regulation-time. 
For them to get back into the game, · 
they. had to do a complete turna-
round. At one point, early in the sec-
ond half, they made seven straight 
trips down court without scori~g, , 
went spans of 31/i minutes and five 
minutes between baskets · and had 
only eight points to show for 11 ¼ 
minutes of play. 
Then they caught fire. The same 
team that wasn't shooting at all was 
suddenly tossing in 20-foot bombs be-
hind the perimeter shooting of Prun-
ty, Davis and Capener. 
(Conthiuecl on C-2, Col. 5) 
Roberts Leads USD T ~ ~irst. Victory 
(Continued from C-1) 
Still down 59-53 with 58 second~ to 
play in regulation time, the Toreros 
pulled clos~ on an 18-foot drive by 
Capener with 51 seconds to play, a 
20-foot shot by Prunty with 41 sec-
onds to ~o, a second 20-footer by 
Prunty with 23 seconds left and final-
ly Capener's tying bomb. · 
Prunty scored 14 of his 16 points 
(sharing the team high with Roberts) 
in the second half and overtime, all 
but two of those 14 after the nine-
minute mark. 
Roberts also had 21 rebounds, 
coming within three of the USD sin-
gle-game record. 
Both teams lost key players to 
fouls. 
Northern Arizona's Eric Wade, the 
game's leading scorer with 27 points, 
fouled out early in the first overtime 
and was followed by · three other 
Lumberjack regulars. Altmqn 
backed Wade with 20 points. 
USD lost Davis before the end of 
tegulation time, plus · Penfold and 
Brian- Setencich in overtime. Backing, 
. Roberts and Prunty in scoring were 
forward Mike Whitmarsh with 11 and 
Davis and Capener. with eight. 
"We're still trying to coordinate as 
-a team," said Brovelli. "We've got 
the parts, but we've got a long ways 
to go.'' · 
, "I don't know what was happening 
early," said Prunty. "It seemed like 
we weren't tuned in. Later, I thought 
· we were playing very well. 
"It was really a crazy game. Right 
when it looked like either team 
might be out of it, they were stronger 
than ever." · · 
Northern Arizona even had a last 
play, a desperation lob pass at the 
basket as· the second overtime ran 
out. It was batted away by USD's 6-
10 freshman cent.er Michael Davis. 
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The SOn Diego Union / Tony DOli>ek 
Brian· Setencich of USO takes a rebound from David 
Johnson of Northern Arizona here last night: 1 
r 
Tribune plloto bJ Toay Du1bet 
USD'S ROBBY ROBERTS BA~ DAN BUSH 






USD Opera Workshop-Barab's A Game of 
Chance and Jacques Offenbach ' s R.S. V. P. are 
perfonned in Camino Theatre at the University of 





A Passion for Detail-Fifty pieces of animal and 
figurative sculpture in bronze. marble and ivory 
from the USD Grand Tour collection are on dis-
play Nov . 10-Dec. 9 at Founders Gallery , Uni-
versity of San Diego. Reception Nov . 9 , 7-9. 




Fashion Show-at the San Diego 
Hilton was a complete success 
raising about $20,000 for the 
Student Aid Program. .... 
_Thisyear'seventreseriibleda 
mini-type Broadway extrava-
ganza Robinson's presented the 
"Higb Society" fashions for the 
USD A~ Luncheon. The 
Another hitrt is . to with . . ' IP . 
your first impression. How many 
times have you not,_ and looked 
back with regret? · 
The Aquarian .Age ia. ~ 
proaching. Astrology teaches us 
that the- definite transition will 
occur between the years· 2000 
and 2015. We are being taught 
an uplifting awareness. We are 
· being forced into a higher con-
sciousness. Wrth ''the dawning" 
comes a desire .. :1l need to know 
more. Hence, people are.seeking· 
guidance from psychics, hand-
writing analysts, .astrologers, 
ficient you become, etc. 
Each me of us bas ocme into 
this waid with all the koowledge 
we have learned in this -· mt in 
'every other lifetime. . (Which 
tooches the suiject of reincarna-
tion which I shall explain in more 
detail .in a future article). ~ 
knowledge is stored in our own, 
persooal "oomptter" to which we 
have ready access. All that is 
necessary to obtain information is 
to press our "computer button" 
located in the middle dour fore-
head ... also known traditiooally 
as "third eye .... 
And what is the secret? How 
can we ~ the facts as.!tey are 
yj,ven? 
. Be still -· be still and hear. 
Andthen, wefaww. Weonly_hear 
when we are listening. 
Many people walk around 
talking comtantly. thinking they 
are w~ll versed; and to a degree 
they are. ~ the (?nly times we 
:.. learn are when we are very quiet 
My personal experience is that the 
more I learn. the more I realize 
how much I don't know. Listening 
and learning are continual. · · 
"Since the days of my child-
hood I havebeen able to -know 
what was pngto happen befire it 
- occlired. -AB a psychic ~kr I 
have "seen" the fµXi and the bad.· 
· · Fires have been pevented, nega-
. - program consisted of a multi- ,, . tive relationships restaed, ~ 
media photo montav spectacular cial planning studied~ 
complete witli dance troupe. and even lost articles foond. 111e · 
· The C?Dtemporary f~ reason is that-I have learned, even 
~ higlH1yle luxmr ~ with my own everyday duties to 
attire as w~ll a.s ,the ~ suit · . handle __ to become stjll -· · and 
and a vanety of daytime and ·then I bear the answers You·can, ' 
evening casual wear. - · m wdl, with i;nctjre. I~ 
, The picture at ~ left. was -endeavor to practice ~ of the 
taken of the models displaymg a -timer : - J • • • • , 
wide range of exotic furs. _ · · · 
' 
numerologists, etc., with more 
.interest And well they should 
The sincere in these fields have a. 
knowledge that js ~ new, but " 
only forgotten for awhile to some 
degree. I feel the reason is ~ 
cause there are so many problems 
in the world ( created by the ~ 
- mentioned new age) that, oo-
viously, many of the ol~ con-
cepts are not working! 
I predict that within ten yean; 
the "gift" that I have will· be 
common, everyday knowledge to 
all mankind. We are all striving 
on a ~y-to-day basis. The sur-. 
vival instinct is close to a peak. 
'.We are all psychic. We can 
all predict the future. Individu-
ally we can become forewarned-
and then be forearmed to all 
challenges we face. 
To be still is to become aware. 




University of San Diego, Alcala Park, 
San Diego, 291-6480. "A Passion for 
Detail'' Fifty pieces of animal and 
figurative sculpture in bronze, mar-
ble, and ivory from the Grand Tour. 
Nov. 10-Dec. 9. D · 
